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HiNcrroNSi PSEUDOBOTBNTIAIS AND
APPLICATIONS TO'IATIPICB DYNAMICS

by

S.K. Sibha*

I. Introduction

In these lectures, we shall primarily concern ourselves with

the basic problem o*5 lat t ice dynamics, namely the calculation of the

Thonon spectrum of any given sclid, given its electronic structure.

We shall exclude from consideration solids with defects, disordered

solids and anharmonic effects, important though these are, since they

will OB adequately coverad in the other lectures of this series.

One way to "calculate" the dispersion curves for phonons is

well-known. It is to use force constants of one kind or another. By

parameterizing these force constants directly one is essentially

resigning oneself to ignorance regarding the fundamental nature of the

forces in a solid. Nevertheless, i t then becomes possible to use these

force constants within the framework of a well-established phenomenology

However, Lattice Dynamics then becomes a field unrelated to other areas

of solid state physics. The formalism for using force constants is
(12)

well known. ' It is reviewed here briefly, more to establish

notation than anything else. li/e shall assume for the time being a

Bravais or monatomic lattice, where the atomic equilibrium positions

are denoted by r(l) and the atomic displacements by u(l). Within the

framework of the assumption that a potential energy function (?) exists

for the lattice, which is t function of atomic positions alone (this is

tha so-called adiabatic approximation), we expand a as a Taylor series

in the displacements u(l) and obtain

The first term on the right is simply a constant which defines the

"zero of potential" for our problem, while the second term must vanish

owing to the lattice equilibrium condition. Ue ignore all higher order,

terms than those given in (1), thereby invoking the Harmonic Approximation.

The "force constants" are formally given by

%On'ieav'e f rom tke wysita^ Ames,' Iowa
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where { ) signifies evaluation at the equilibrium configuration.

These force constants have to satisfy several symmetry restrictions

imposed on them by crystal symmetry and by rotational and translational

.variance. Thus lattice periodicity requires.

while translational invariance of the potential energy <J> under a

uniform displacement of all the ions requires (from Eq. (i)).

2
From Eq. (1) uie obtain, the (classical) lattice equation of motion which

are

n ̂ W •-2 O
(n = Mass of atom)

These may be solved in the usual manner by writing the displacements in

the form of running uavBS.

(N S total number of unit cells)

Substitution of Cq. (6) into Eq. (5), together with the requirement

that the resulting set qf linear homogeneous equations have a non-
()

trivial
problem

q
(1-3)

trivial solution, leads in the usual manner to the eigenvalue

where
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tie called the Dynamical matrix, whose set of 3 eigenvalues

are labelled by the branch index j, with corresponding eigenvectors

a (q j) which satisfy the usual orthonormality and completeness rela-
^ (1-3)
tions.v ' Note also that the translational invariance property (4)

leads directly to

« 0

which ensures that the acoustic modes tend regularly to zero frequency

at zero uavBvector.

SubcLxtuting the solution given by Eq. (6) (and summing it over

all modes (q j)} in (1) we arrive at an equivalent expression for Q>

in the Harmonic Approximation, namely

$ =

This expression is useful, since if we obtain quantum mechanically an

equivalent expression for the second order energy of the lattice it will

be easy to compare with Eq. (9) and simply "read off" the corresponding

Dynamical Matrix.

The expression (2) for the force-constant is in general purely

formal and very difficult to calculate from "first principles". It

only becomes useful in the special case that the potential energy may be

written as a sum of pairwise interactions between the atoms, i.e. if

where the prime over the sum excludes the case 1* = l). Then immediate

differentiation gives,

r -,
|Sec 6}, .(4-)]
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It is often convenient to express the resulting dynamical matrix directly

in reciprocal space as follows:

tils hav/e the result that a function of the form 7 f(r -r(l))

? i q. r (l)V has the Fourier transform *2. N f(K) S , q + G ,

where G is a reciprocal lattice vector, and N is the total number of

unit cells. Substituting Eq. (11) in Eq. (8) and applying the above

result and the Bloch theorem, us obtain

where U(K) is the Fourier transform of the pair-potential function V(r).

In practice, the only kind of pair-potential function which occurs

is the Van der Waals or Lannard-Dones potential between atoms of a rare-

gas solid (where unfortunately the harmonic approximation is often not

well obeyed), and the Coulomb interaction between charged ions (where

special methods have to be used to ensure that the sum in Eq. (12)

converges). For most other contributions to the potential energy (e.g.

metallic and covalent bonding) no simple pair-potential description is

obvious. Thus inspite of the fact that plenty of neutron scattering

determinations of phonon spectra exist, the basic information about bind-

ing obtained from them has been somewhat disappointing because often

nothing more basic than force constants ware available for analyzing the

data. In the last ten years or so, however, more fundamental theories

of phonon spectra have been developed — the so-called microscopic theories.

These have in turn been able to relate lattice dynamics to the basic pro-

perties of the electronic system in the solid, and hence have implications

which go beyond the mere calculation of phonon spectra since they can be

applied to discuss optical and dielectric properties, superconductivity, ^

doped semiconductors, phase transitions and so on. It turns out, as we ;

shall see, that it is the change in the valence electron charge density

due to a lattice wav/e which is the key to understanding the phonon

spectrum, and in part is the quantity which helps to differentiate the

phonon spectra of different kinds of solids — such as metals, semi-

conductors, ionic-crystals and so on.
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Let us consider those electrons which are very tightly bound to

the nucleus. Intuitively, we expect that these may be regarded as simply

moving rigidly with the nuclei so uie can treat them together with the

nuclei as a composite unit called the ion core. This may be made more

rigorous by means of the following argument which we reproduce here

because i t has some interesting implications.

Consider a hydrogen atom, with the electron in some orbital *p

and le t the nucleus be given a (static) displacement u . The first

order (in u) change in potential experienced by the electron i s - 2 "^^—

where V(r) is the electron nucleus potential. Let us use perturbation

theory to calculate the- change in electronic uavefunction to this order.

I

Now

with the kinetic energy operator. Thus,

c o m m u t e s

Substituting in (13), and using the fact that ^>*» \ -sjr \ f^y vanishes,

in order to formally include the term m1 = m, we obtain

**•<•'*>•JZ
where we have used the completeness property of the set ̂ n / * Equation

(15) of course is exactly what one would expect intuitively and similar

results hold to all orders in perturbation theory. The point is if we

had tried to directly evaluate ot|t'' using perturbation theory in the

form of Eq. (13), we would have found the sum in Eq. (13) very poorly
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conuergant. Thus in general, we should be careful about doing perturba-

tion theory ir, terms of derivatives of the actual potential. For instance,

UJB sou Id also do a second order perturbation calculation for tha change

in energy of the electron due to the nuclear displacement and again it

uld involve a very poorly convergent sum, but the net result of course

mould be zero.

In the case of a cor9-electron as opposed to the above idea-

lized problem, the change in potential experienced by an electron is

S V ' + £>un » where S V. ' arises from the displacements or' its
C (1)"own" nucleus and the other electrons in its "own" core, uhile oV.

arises from the motion of other cores and the redistribution of the valence

electrons. If the core is small, oV is almost constant over the core

region, and in any case mill be negligible compared to oV. , and hence

its contribution to & (p may be neglected, and the argument given above

*r (D
then goes through. If 6Ufi becomes appreciable the core will distort

(i.e. polarize) in addition to displacing with the nuclear motion.

For valence electrons on the other hand, the above result (rigid

motion) holds true only if all nuclei are rigidly displaced by the same

amount, corresponding to a uniform translation of the lattice. Ue now

treat the valence electrons in more detail. (By valence electrons we

mean conduction electrons in the case of metal, valence electrons in the

case of a semiconductor or ionic crystal and d and s- electrons in the

case of a transition metal). Let us formally represent their (many-

electron) wavefunction by "tye and energy by E . Let ©V. ' represent

the first order change in the ion-electron interaction (in powers of

the L), (1)) and oil! ' represent the second order change. Using pertur-

bation theory in powers of the U , v ' ue obtain to second order.

TV

where the excited many electron states are denoted by )?^with energies

E . By the Born-Oppenheimer theorem, ' in the Harmonic approximation,
X (2)

^ mill act as a lattice potential energy function, so that we have
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+ ^ <17>Harmonic*

where 9?/»_i« is simply thB contribution from the direct (

interaction between the ion cores and may be evaluated by standard

methods. *' The real problem is to evaluate f 2 ' .

el

The first order change in the many-electron valance wavefunctior

is given by

t 8 ^ - da)
Explicitly, ue also have

- .

uhere r. is the coordinate of the i n electron and Vh(r) is the bare ion

valence electron interaction potential.

Define the unperturbBd electron density function at a point r

in space as

Zh.) -M *£> *t
(This i.8 nothing other than the diagonal (*»*) element of the valence

electron density matrix).

We may similarly define its first order change %P (r) and so on.

Thus
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S u b s t i t u t i n g Eq, (18) in to Eq. (22) we may eas i ly show that Eq. (16) can

be re -wr i t t en i n the conveniant form

where

»-2. (21)

Eq. (23) is almost obvious from the laws of electrostatics, but has been

aarived here quenturn-mechanically. It is only the first term and hence

(r) which needs to be explicitly evaluated. This may be seen as

follows:

Consider a single wave of wsvevector q in the lattice. By Eq. (25),

fv*/ t~\ ...in b B o f t n B f o r m

i

Since p ^^) has the periodicity of the lattice, i t is easy to show

that only the last (q. - independent) term contributes tojetr £V(,V (•£) p

Further, this constant may also be shown to be just such as to cancel the

contribution from the first term in Eq. (21), in the case that all the ions

are displaced by the same amount £ , i.e. a cancellation theorem applies,

similar to the case of the displaced hydrogen atom problem considered

previously.

For a uniform translation, we have seen that

*>
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Subst i tu t ing in Eq, ( 2 3 ) , we obtain

Let

Then

which can be transformed into a surface integral and hence vanishes for

-a aysternvwithrperiodic boundary conditions.

This type of cancellationi applies in a more general sense also,

i.e. even for a phonon mode with q ^ 0 (ions not all moving together).

Let us suppose wa write within a given cell 1,

r ft - r (J.)\ is some portion of the equilibrium valence electron

deniity in the cell 1, i.e.

U 9 J

Eq. (26) explicitly recognizes the fact that some portion of the valence

electron charge density is moved rigidly with the nucleus (as are the core

electrons). Then we may write
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(30)

The last term vanishes by the same kind of argument used above, and the

other terms are much weaker since the deep potential well near the core

in each cali is subtracted off except in \J* §V,>.€ (?) hPj (£) , but

in general of . (r) will be small uherB ©\P , (r) is large. Note also

that this type of cancellation applies in the case of all solids, and not

necessarily those that have a free-electron like band structure, where

pseudopotential cancellation takes place even in the static lattice. Thus

us can understand why phonon energies are small notwithstanding the huge

changes of ion-electron potential in the core regions. This means if we

calculated the actual electron-ion potential and the actual change in

charge densities and calculated + , using Eq. (23) ue would get a sum

which converges very slowly to the right result. Thus it pays to build

this cancellation in from the outset. In the case of free-electron-like

metals, such a cancellation already exists in the static crystal, or for

the ions in any arbitrary configuration, and this fact has been exploited

in applying conventional pseudopotential theory to lattice dynamics. For

non-free-electron materials (e.g. ionic crystals or transition metals) ue

shall describe an alternative procedure based on the above ideas.

It is more convenient to express Eq. (23) in K- space directly by

using the result

(31)

Now Fourier transforming Eq. (19) and using Eq (6), ue obtain

.
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Thus

We now evaluate J P (q + £ ) . BY definition, this is the linear (first

utder in the U*,(l)) response of the valence electron density to the per' -b-
< f (l)

ing potential, whose Fourier components are ; \l . (K). Linear response

theory tells UB that if we have any first order perturbing potential

O 1/ , we have the relation

where /C(K>K') is called the electron density response function. We shall

investigate thia function shortly. For the present, we put O V ""it — O V'

substitute in £q. (33) and obtain

Summing oyar all modes (q j) and comparing with the expression given in

Eq. (9), ue see that the contribution of ~r \ dr" S V 1 '(r 5 '̂ f" (r) to
^ _i /** l-e ^/ | ^

fir .

Uie have already seen that the oontribution from the second term in Eq. (23)

will be a constant such as tp exactly cancel D 8 * (q) at q = 0. At this

state, it is convsffierH; to recognize that at small K, the Fourier trans-

forms of all.the interactions involved (ion-ion, ion-electron and electron-

electron) go as JULJS***; , but that thi's divergence is cancelled out due

to overall charge neutrality. Thus uie may define Bill Fourier transforms

such that V^fK) etc = 0 exactly at K * 0. With this re-de"finition, we

see f rom Eq. (36) ,7'that the contribution of the second^ term* is " .

i •:>•? U

• • • . • • : • • . . . " S
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uht the prime ovsr the summation indicates G = 0 oc £' = 0 are to bs

excluded from the sum.

Finally, let £ , (q) represent the usual Coulomb coupling coefficient
"*(•' ~* ( 4 )

aue to the direct ian-ian interaction. ' Putting everything together, me
obtain

where Z is the core charge. The second term is the ion-electron contri-

aution to the dynamical matrix, i.e. the interaction between ion-corBs

brought about through the intermediary of the valence electrons. The

physical picture is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

*-«w S—^C

Fig. 1

Ion A moves and induces at a general point C a local change in valence

electron charge density which then exerts a force on ion B due to its

displacement. This mechanism is similar to the well-known RKKY or indirect

exchange interaction in rare-Barth metals where the local spin on one ion

A produces a spin density polarization in the conduction electron gas which

in turn interacts with the spin on ion B, coupling the spins on A and B

together. In fact there are many qualitative similarities between these

two cases.



II. The Penalty Response Function

We noui take up the question of the density response function. We
miy formally write it dawn in terms of the exact many-electron states and

nnergias of the valence electron system. Define a density fluctuation

uperator

t = 2 <**(--&• &)
Z> i (35)

We obtain, by f i r s t order perturbation theory, the result '

S f ( . , ( J S ) m

(Strictly speaking we should include a small imaginary component in the

denominator of Eq. (40) to satisfy causality requirements, corresponding to

an adiabatic switching on of O H ' , but in the present static limit,
ex \.

this is unnecessary). By Eq. (40), we have formally

Ls cannot evaluate this exactly, and ha\<e to use approximate methods.

Consider first a single-particle description of the system, i.e. represent

the valance electron system by a single slater determinant, where each

state can be "best" single-particle state, i.e. Hartree-Fock states, say.

Substituting these states and energies into Eq. (41) ye may derive the

^O (Kt K,
1) in the so-called non-interacting limit, but it will be more

instructive to derive this by another method which we give here. Let us

suppose § V I is applied, but in responding thB electrons respond

independently as if they did not interact. In this case

(k labels single particle states;,|nk is the
occupation number of state k ) .
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Then

0) <?' < V I
"6

Substituting in Eq. (44) we get

( 4 6 )

In the second term, we hawe assumed ©V^«! ("Ji!) * & V ^ (̂ ') and m a d e

use of the fact that we haue a sum over all K'. If in the second term

we also interchange the dummy indices k, k1 in the summation, ue finally

obtain

X (K, K1) is the response function of a system of independently respond-

ing Bloch electrons in single particle etate. Note that Bloch symmetry

requires that if £ > = & + £ , then J<; = ̂  + g, i.e. &» %} can differ only

by a reciprocal lattice vector. Note also that if en external disturbance

of given periodicity ie applied, an infinite number (in principle) of Fourier

components of the response will be present.
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Now X (K, K') by itself is not what we want since in responding,

the electrons will also affect each other via their mutual interactions.

A better approximation to the true 75(K, K1) ie provided by the go-called

rtanaom Phase approximation (RPA) which i8 equivalent to supposing that

'-.he electrons respond individually not to the 5\l . alone, but to the
CAW

self-consistent potential including the screening potential due to all

the other electrons as they are perturbed. Thus this method is also often

called the self-consistent field (SOF) method. In the above treatment, we

simply replace Sv 2 (•<,') by

in Eq, (45), where V (K) is the FouriBr transform of the electron-electron

(Coulomb) interaction, and the second term is the Fourier transform of the

potential due to S P itself. V(% ) i s explicitly given by

( 4 7 )

Crystal Volume)

Then ue have

V i)' I,5 („,
(1)

This is a self-consistency equation for <§P (q + G ) , since it appears
^^ i ^^ *"^ 11 \

on both sides of this equation, and has to be solved in terms of £\P f(q+G).

This may be clon3 byN ' (a) multiplying both sides by V"(q + G),

(b) regarding the set of '\r(q + G) AP (q + G) for all G as a columnvector A» say; the set of o\P ' (q + Gi as a column vector B; and the set

of W(q + G) X T (q + G, q + G1) for all G, G1 as a matrix fl. We then

have

A • M (8 + A) (49)

This has the solution

A = re."1 - 1 1 B (50)
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uhera £ is the dielectric function matrix defined by

£ = 1 - R

Its formal inverse T or (q + G, q + G1) is deFinBd by

Remembering the definition of A and ^ ( K , K') we see that equation (50)

yields

Inserting the expression for % ( q + G, q + G') back into Eq. (33) we

obtain

\

This expression was first explicitly obtained by Sham. To see why

t (q + G* q + G1) is known as the dielBCtric function matrix, let us

evaluate •• tf^ ' (q * G), the Eourier transEorih oE the total one-electron

\2f + &1, \ En. Ft jur r t r CranErui-i.. ur cna .gtrXyi
( )

potential (including screening) seen by an Bl0ctron» ; Thia 1B given by

Using Eq. (53) we obtain

Implying screening of the components of thB external potential.
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III. Comments on fyie Dielectric Function

(i) The effects of exchange and correlation are ignored in the

PPA. If one allows for these effects, one must distinguish between several

different kinds of dielectric functions, depending on whether the source

-f S V „.{ is an external (to the electron system) test charge or a system

electron, and similarly whether £» Vi. ' is sampled by an external test
TO t

charge or a system electron, since a test-charge does not exchange with

the electrons of the system. Thus we have in principle € ,., €.,(=.
*- tt LG 61

and *C where the first suffix refers to the source and the second to
88 *̂ (1)

the charge which is sampling oil* ' . In our treatment, it is obvious that

we are really considering € t • I" the RPA of course, all of these

become identical.

The inclusion of exchange and correlation effects is a very difficoftt

problem which has only been investigated extensively in the case of the

free-electron gas. At present, the only way of treating these effects

for non-free-electron system appears to be to graft on the results for

a free-electron gas of equivalent average density. We shall discuss the

prescription for inclusion of exchange and correlation effects in the

free-electron glass below.

(ii) UB have assumed a static applied potential, so we are really

discussing the response to a atatic longitudinal electric field. This is

so because . „

(We have assumed that there is only one Fourier-component in o Vv ' ).

Thus

so the external field must be longitudinal. Ule can, of course have more

general types of applied fields, e.g. time-varying and transverse fiBlds.

Tha most general type of field must be described in terms of vector and

scalar pplen^ialwMb^ Fourier components are given by
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v V (K, - ), and a more general type of U)-dependant tensor dielectric

function matrix must be used to describe the response to such a field. In

general induced currents as well as density perturbations have to be taken

.i!.to account* Tor a general solid, this is quite a complicated problem as

- + G, q + G1 (G1 j£ G' art also involved. (See, Tor instance, the paper by

for a free-electron gas, only two typBS of dielectric function

appear t which describes the response to a longitudinal field

and (K, . ) which describes the response to a transverse field, and

these can be handled separately. At K = 0 they become equal since there is

then no difference between longitudinal and transverse fields (See Nozieres

and Pines ' and Pines^ ̂ ) .

(iii) In equation (56), the off-diagonal elements of <- (q + G, q + G')

give rise to what are often referred to as the local field corrections. For

a general sclid, these will always be present. The only case when they are

not is that of the free-electron gas. To see this, let us examine the

expression for V (K, J^1) given by Eq. (46) when the states '\L/ars plane

waves. In this case we may denote the state k by the corresponding wave-

vector k. We obtain

where

j \— n - n.

• oo =
k k + K,

By Eq. (5(1)» we immediateiy see that in this case

1 '""' " » & ^ C ^ " " (59)

so that

(60)
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and we need not use the matrix notation anymore. €" (K) ie called

the free-electron dielectric function. <£ (K) evaluated from Eq. (5E),

uBing Cu 2m
9

k (tow electron mass) is given

(61)

and hence

(62)

where

(63)

£q. (62) is known as the Lindhard expression for the dielectric function.

It is the RPA expression for € - (K). Strictly speaking £ 0 0 also

has an imaginary component, but this is zero for static response functions

0), Tig. 2 schematically indicates the behaviour of jr-rrr as a

function of (K/2 k f),

I
Fig. 2.

It has a logarthmic singularity at K e 2kf, giving it a logarthmic

infinity of slope at that point. This can give riae to the so-called

Kohn anomalies in the phonon spectrum of metals as discussed later.

A better approximation for £ (jO may be obtained by including

exchange and correlation effects in an approximate faBhion by replacing
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the electron-electron interaction V(K) by V(K) I 1-f(K) I so that

Expressions f o r f(jjO have been given by several authors. The early

recipes were of the form

1 K2

f(K) = \ —f f

(12}

but more recent prescriptions have been given by Singwi et al.

3eiaart and Taylor ana Toigo and Woodruff , which do not differ

ysry much from each other for practical purposes. Singwi et al.

a-i approximate analytic foam to their expression,

f(K) = A (1 - BXP \_- B (K/kf)
 2~)j (66)

u-isre A, B are tabulated as functions of the electron density.

for free-electrons, from Eq. (53), the electron density response

function is

-1
Actually, the above authors calculate fe .., whereas the above expression

t £

are for £r . . The explicit,-relationship between the two in the above

approximation is (for a free-electron gas)

tV"' ~ " fc . (K) <68>
t e

Mote that in all cases f O ^ — • 0 as K̂  — » 0 so that far small K, exchange

and correlation correction ^ (K) become unimportant.
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IV. Phonon Spectra of Free-Electron Like Wetals

If one goes back ta the general expression (58) for the dynamical

mdtrix one seea that in order to carry out practicable calculation, one

'• s two main problems to overcome. The first is to replace V (q + G) t/

something which explicitly builds in the cancellation discussed earlier.

In the case of free-electron like metals and semiconductors it turns out

not to be too bad an approximation to replace Vh(q + G) by a "pseudopoten-

tial form factor" W(q + G_) and simultaneously to replace the actual wave-

Function by their "smooth parts", i.e. simple combination of a fey plane

waves. This discussed in detail later. For ionic crystals and transition

rr.atals, the problem is more complicated as we shall see. The second main

problem is to invert the dielectric function metrix £ (q + G, q + G 1 ) . As

we have seen for free-electron metals, since the actual conduction electrons

u n be replaced by a free-electron gas, the inversion is trivial. ror

other solids approximate methods have to be employed and we shall discuss

these later. It follows from the above that the order of complexity of

the problem of calculating phonon spectra increases as one goes from free-

electron metals, through semiconductors to ionic crystals and transition

metals. It is therefore not surprising that most theoretical effort so

far has been centered around the free-electron like metals (Li, Ma, K, Rb,

Cs, l*lg, Be, Al, Zn, Cd, In, Pb, etc.).

In the case of free-electron metals, we have, from Eqs. (53) and (54)
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uhera the first two terms stand for C,#\(q) written purely in reciprocal

space. (For a practical calculation this will have to be summed using

e Ewald method since the above series by itself does not converge.

However, for our present purposes it is more useful to write it in this

form).

We note that this is exactly of the form given in Eq. (12) for

the dynamical matrix given a pair potential function between atoms. The

pair potential function in1 this case has the Fourier transform

W

(70)

Force constants which are derivable from a pair potential function are

known as axially symmetric. Thus in this simple theory for free-electron

Petals we obtain axially symmetric forces between ions. The function l/(r)

real space corresponding to V(K) is sketched in Fig. 3.in

2kf. The

Fig. 3, ' w

We see that it is basically short range except for an oscillatory tail.

These oscillation arise due to the singularity in £ (K) at K

same phenomenon manifests itself in the well-known Friedel oscillations

of electron screening density around an impurity in a free-electron as,

and in the oscillatory form of the RKKY interaction which also involves

the function X ( K ) of the electron gas. Experimentally force constants

of axially symmetric form can usually be well fittad to the measured

(17)
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phonon spectra and turn out to be of oscillatory form. Pair potential

function of the form illustrated in Fig, 3 have been used to calculate
(IB 1

properties of liquid metals as well.v ' ThB simple pair potential

result can also bs viewed as arising from the "neutral pseudo-atom" idea
(19)

of Ziffldn** ' Ziman Imagines two ions placed in an electron gas. Due tc

their weak attractive pseudopotentiala the conduction electrons build up

a spherically symmetric screening cloud around each ion, synthesizing a

composite entity which is ultimately neutral and may be called a "paeu^.o-

atom".

Each ion interacts with both the other ion and its associated screen-

ing cloud and the resulting pair potential function may bu shown to be giv/en

by Eq. (70).

Returning to equation (69) for 0 rj(q) ue see thatrj(

provided the contribution from G = 0 of the fir9t and third terms cancels

out as q -*Q. The first term goes as J— H ,.trr —<* * P and hence is
a. 2Q

singular as q —^. 0. It arises from the macroscopic electric field '

set up by the ion cores, whose longitudinal mode frequency would therefore

tend to (4"^ -£*• liLT )' or the ion plasma frequency as q —j*0 if it
were not for thB third term. In this term we note that as K —-p 0,

2 ^1/6 (JO —* 0, W(K)—» 4 / ^ 2 ando -V~(K) -? ~ f ^ , while f(K)-» Q.
2.K2 N 47T-e2 „ -*-K

Thus the third term goes as — -^^ ' q j/q exactly cancelling the

singular first term. Ue see that the conduction electrons have screened

out tha macroscopic field due to the ions.

tf. Kohnr Anomalies

Let ue consider a cubic monatomic crystal with q along the

8yiAme-try%iXlfl5'pOO-| • On examination of Eq. (69) we see that
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Thus, we see that the secular equation takes the form

0

Q

0

0

Dyy(q)-6i

= O

2which has the solution £0 = D (q) (longitudinal branch) and^j
xx /v

(Doubly degenerate transverse branch).

D ( q )
yy <••*

We see from the expression for 0 (q) that the dispersion curve

Tor the longitudinal branch will have a logarthmlc infinity in its slope

if q + G = 2k for any JG, From the expression for D (oj, the same

thing will happen for the transverse branch provided G £ 0, i.e. it requires

a so-called Umklapp term to occur. Such effects are manifested as a Hkink"

in the dispersion curves, as first explicitly pointed out by Kohn. ^
(22)These effects were first observed in Pb by Brockhouse et al,

seq'ueStiy. id iioambeto'i'otwnidtifilis.̂ .-In principle the same effect will' ̂ oCcur

for any direction of q, providedjq + G | » 2k., and even if the metal is not

strictly free-electron like the effect ghduld occur ufierever q + G is an

external diameter across the Fermi-surfjacs. . The magnitude of the effect,

however, will be controlled by the magnitude of U (q + G) at the appropriat:
{''» r" '"' 2

value of q*^#,and by the relative cancellation between 2 C . A (q) (whichis always positive) and the electronic contribution (which is usually

negative). A large cancellation implies that the effect should show up

more strongly, since only the latter term contains the anomaly.

Even though the expression (69) is not valid for non-free-electron

metals, one may qualitatively find out where to look for anomalies in the
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dispersion curvee by simply considering the diagonal part J6(K, K) of

the non-interacting suacept ibi l i ty , as given by Eq. (46 ) , using Eq. (67)

and Bubatitgting in £q. (69 ) . Now-a-dayB i t is possible to perform

;alculetion of % (K, K) from calculated energy bands and uavefunctions
(23-2ST

on a computer* '..In some metals this function shows a peak For some
direction of K aa sketched in Fig, 4.

t
•x-.Qss)

_i

Fig;. 4.

Often this peak arises due to a feature of the Fermi surface known as

nesting (see Fig, 5) uhere two regions of the Fermi surface are separated

by a fairly constant wave vector

Fig. 5.

From Eq, (46) one may see that i t becomes possible in this case to go

from Just inside tbl j i ist outside the Fermi surface (an allowed transit ion)

for a large^num^t of s t a t e s ^ ^ i e j ^ . Since such transitions have

v/ainishingly amall!:enBrgy denpminatdrs, by Cq. (46) we see that a large
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peek tends to build up in )0(K, JO at * "JL« *n 98neral this will

reflect itself as a dip in the phonon spectrum at a value of q such that

+ G = K_ far same G (See Fig. 6)

t

Fig. 6.

This is not really a Kohn anomaly in the sense thatJK need not be an

external diameter of the Fermi surface* nor is there necessarily a log-

arthmic infinity in the slope of the dispersion curve at this point.

Nevertheless, it arises for the same general reasons and may be termed

a "generalized Kohn anomaly". An interesting qualitative correlation

may be made in this case with magnetic properties, if the metal orders

antiferromagnstically. Let us consider the case of a paramagnetic fpfffe

. _ , IP : , the

a. H* I 1 and instead of looking for the per-

turbation in charge density Sf^ (which turns out to be zero) we now

examine the perturbation in electron spin density. In the single-particle

approximation this is given at a point r by

J
+ complex conjugate (72)

For the case where the spins are assumed to respond independently (non-

interacting susceptibility) we get by arguments almost identical to those

in Eqs. (42)-(46),
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(73)

'hare ( ^g-^-) i t the magnetic moment of the electron, andjt (K) is

exactly the same function given by Eq. (58). Next we allow the electrons

to interact while they respond to a self-consistent f i e l d , as in the RPA,

since there is no charge density fluctuation there w i l l be no effect due

to the electron-electron Coulomb interaction but due to the spin polar i -

zation there w i l l be an effect due to the exchange (or correlation)

interaction. Self—consistency equation ia

where ue have (crudely approximated the exchange and correlation inter

action between 2 electrons at r, r' by local potential _Q. Io (r - r1),

whose Fourier transform is therefore a constant I. From Eq. (69) we

obtain immediately

( 7 5 )

where I Q ^ J X'tJ^S *8 ^n8 8 ° " " c a l l B d exchange-enhanced suscepti-
b i l i t y given by

(76)

Ue may compere this expression with the analogous one far the- electron

density response function (Eq. ( 6 7 ) ) .

Transition metals which exhibit i t inerant ferro - or ant iferromag-

netism are of course not f ree-e lectron- l ine, and as a result s t r i c t l y

speaking one has to invert again a matrix involving Gv G!. (Fpr an

approximate method of doing this see Ref. ( 2 4 ) ) . Nevertheless* for

these ope can often make qual i ta t ive conclusions by using Eq. ( 7 6 ) , but
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o
with the actual %(*, K) given by Eq. (46) replacing the free-electron

'V(K). The uanishing of the denominator in Eq, (76) for somB K corresponds

to an instability against tha spontaneous formation of a spin density wave

c periodicity K,in the electron gas. If this happens at all, it will

p-^pen for that K at which %• (K) has a maximum, as is obvious from

the structure of Eq. (?6). Thus peaks in 06 0 0 as indicated in Fig. 4

Can be correlated with both anomalies in the phonon spectrum and with the

periodicity uith tuhich a spin density wave is formed. Such a correlation

is indeed found in the case of QinsnCun, which is thB most clearly itinerant-

electron antiferromagnetic system known. Band .calculations yield a peak

in 5̂ ,(K) along the flOQ") direction close to the zone boundary, which is

-lcse to the ualue of K with which spin density waue in chromium occurs

(not-.e that it is incommensurate with the lattice periodicity), and also

close to where anomalies in the phonon spectrum have been observed in Cr.

T'-'is also correlates well with the "nesting" wave-vector of flat areas of

the Fermi-surface of paramagnetic Cr, although it is beliBved that inter-
0 (25)

ja.id contributions are also important in building up the peak in £(K,K).

In the case of rate-earth metals, the indirect exchange (RKKY)

interaction between spins on the f-shells of the ions cause them to
(25)

cnoose an oscillatory magnetic arrangement which can be shown to be

Determined by the position of the maximum of /(,(•*» jQ which refers to the

response function of the conduction electrons, ftgain one can attempt to

-orrBlate the position of phonon spectrum anomalies, magnetic ordering

wav/e-vector, peaks in 3C(K, lO and features of the Fermi-surface. For

details see Ref. (25).

I/I. The Elsctron-Phonon Interaction

The matrix element for scattering of an electron from a state Y'.

to state ^ , (leaving aside energy conservation) is given by

I ̂ k ^ where »v£Q£ is the total screened potential experienced
oy an electron due to a phonon mode (q j). Returning to the general case

of a system of Bloch electrons for the moment, and using the result in

Cq. (56), iiie obtain
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where ue have used £q. (32) and, as before, replaced v/. (K) by a (local)

pseudopotential form factors W(K). For a free-electron-like metal, where

This simplifies to

(78)

Note that v\. , only depends upon k - k, which must be equal to q + G for

some G for any contribution to occur. If G = 0, the process is called

a normal (N) process and we see that in this case longitudinal modes

(q U JJ (j3/i) ) contribute but not transverse ones (q j_ to e (qj)).

If t^5 0, the process is called an umklapp (jf) process and transverse

phonons can contribute. For a non-free-elBctron system, Eq. (77) shou/s

that there is no such restriction and transverse modes can contribute to

all processes.

The electron-phonon matrix element may be used to calculate

quantities such as the electrical conductivity of a normal metal or the

transition temperature of a superconductor, via a quantity X known as

the electron-phonon coupling constant. For a free-electron metal, ̂  is

given by

where m:,% electron mass, PI » ion mass, n & electron density, k« a Fermi



a-.e> vector, anc o (Uj), <L>.̂ Q) dre the phonon eigenwBCtors and Frequen-

c'cs evaluated in tne "repeated" or periodic zone scheme. ^ may be

ad d:r£::^ i •-• t?rms of tne dynamical matrix also by netting that-\-;•-.. s

7 te

making c e r t a i n r ru . ic apcrcx in:j l i o n to s o l v e the gap e q u a t i o n of super
(27) \

v, it is L-ssiDle to Bxprees T in terms of A I
c
c

- Q.62 ^

-re & w is f-.r Detys temnareturQ of the crystalt and I*- is the

"'-ct-iv/Q electror-Risc tron (Coulomb) repulsion which opposes the phonon—

r-.-cea mechanism for SLperconductiuity. Eq. (80) should not be taken too

t.e:aily for trc"sitj.on metal superconductors, but for free electron

•r-als calculations usi-.::. Eq. (79), and (BO) and empirical pseudopotential

ni-"actors give quite OOOG agreement with experiment.

L e t u s ' ow u q a i n q c Ln<:k t o t h e g e n e r a l c a s B r e p r e s e n t e d i n E q . ( ? 2 )

aisi i def ine a bare s l ec t ron-phonon matrix

I " u ' 1 ^ j ^ '•</ (no sc reen ing) and obtain

define a bare slectron-phonon matrix element \t. , which i s

.(si)
n u s i n g Eqs. ( 3 5 ) , ( 5 1 ) and (53) we may werify t h a t the c o n t r i b u t i o n ofgn

i ^ V * ^ {"t"\ QP (T)(*^~ t o t h B SBCQnd-order. changB in valenqe electron

is

(82)
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This result turns out to be true even if t>o ogeudopotentials ^n-

non-local (as they are in the general case) i.e. V depends cr hoth

k, k1 and can be used to set up the dynamical matrix directly in tfirms

of tha 9lectron-phonon interaction matrix elements. Note that these

involve virtual (i.e. non-energy conserving) transitions. For purposes

such as alectrical conductivity or superconductivity, the only \l

involved are between states that differ by a phonon-energy which is sc

small compared to the E , that E , must be 2! E , i.e. transitions -cr^s

the Fermi &urfaCB are involved. (One must of course go from an oc-.̂ pi- ':

to an unoccupied state).

Note that such scattering processes go beyond the Gom-Oppenhe: - &r

approximation. However the effect of this on the aaoue theory for the

dynamical matrix (which is based on this approximation) is small — it

amounts to giving the phonons finite lifetime due to creation or

annihilation by electrons. Ma real conflict is involved in the fact that

the matrix elements M , , enters into both a calculation of the frequency

and of the lifetime. Viewed from the Green's function point, of view,

the quantity calculated is a phonon self-energy correction due to tne

electrons, the real part of which determines the frequencies =na the

imaginary part of which determines the phonon lifetime. In practice,

anharmonic effects dominate phonon lifetime effects, so eiectron-phonon

effects are often masked.

UI1. Use of E&.jirical Local Pseudopotentials

The use of pseudopotentials for free electron like metals will

be put on a more rigorous basis belou. For the time being we shall

discuss the results of simply using a weak local pseudopotential to

replace the actual electron uiav/efunctions. Some commonly used forms

are:

(29)
(a) The Ashoroft pseudopotential; This assumes that outside a

certain radius r the pseudopotential is the true bare ion-electron
2 B 2

C

potential - — , while for r / r it is zero. Although it is some-

what crude it only involves one parameter, namely r . Its Fourier

transform is given by
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2
s - •• e Coa k r (Z • Ion core charge or (83)

J7_K effective change)

such a pseudopotential has been used to calculate resistivity of liquid

als, liquid metal structure factors, and alao glues good agreement

uith the phonon spectra of alkali metals, as shown by Pries et al. '

(31)
(b) Tha Harrison pseudopotential: This is given by

and involves the parameters 0, R^, It is based on using hydroganic

atomic core uauefunctions in the full OPU paaudopotential described

uelou and approximating it as a local pseuoopotential.

(32)
(c) The Schnalder-Stolle pseudopotential:% ' This is given by

(85)

where f- , *^. are parameters (in practice only included upto n = 3) and

i, : * ) .. • - x - --*-, •-

•i ' ^ | , (-. t v 2 , h'i 'i

•"•'I ' -: ' n - 1

H(x) = X
 2 2 „ •, . (86)

" (1 + K2 X 2 ) " + 1

This is essentially a generalization of Harrison's pseudopotential

to include the effect of more complicated core uiavefunctions, and Schneider
(32)

and Stalls ' adjusted their parameters to fit both the phonon spectra

and the Fermi surface and band structure data of the alkali metals,

hoping thereby to provide a single local pseudopotential to explain

a variety of properties.

Several other recent forms of local pseudopotential form factors

have been used (usually parameterized) uith varying degrees of success.

OPlu Pseudopotential

There is extensive literature already on this topic and several

lengthy reviews already exist: * ' The basic idea is as follows. If
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one considers the potential that an electron 'seea1 in the crystal lattice

it will look somewhat as indicated in Fig. 6 with deep potential wells nea:

ion cores.

Fig. 6

In general the wavefunctions (inducing the valence wavefunctions) will

have atomic-orbital like oscillations in the core-regions. If or"e attempted

to expand the wavefunctions in plane waves,

(87)

where k denotes a state index, k1 a wave vectort one has to solve the

following secular equation

(88)
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u.rere J{ is the Hamiltonian operators. In order to converge to the

:ic;nt energies, the number of plane waves to be included in Eq, (87)

has to oe extremely large (upto hundreds of thousands) so that the size

_r m e secular determinant in Eq. (88) becomes unmanageable. Part of

f.-:oolem, of course is that, the secular equation (Eq.(68)) also ha3

:c yiela the core-states and energies, which are not of direct interest
(34)

tc us. Herring developed a method to eliminate these core states

c> explicitly building into the form for the required ̂ ^ the fact that

they Tiust fte orthogonal to tha core states. Thus, he proposed an

expansion in terms of orthoQonalized plane waves as follows:

K, L ^ J (89)
Sr ^

jheie

.here I k ^ is a plane wave state, and I t , iSdenotes a core statB

.enterea on site i . (The argument can easily be changed i f the core

states are better described in terms of tight binding wavefunctions).

Defina the projection operator ' r ' with ̂ (respect to core states

= 2,
(91)

Tnen (87) may be re-written

ujhere Mr', is a smooth function consisting of linear combination of

(hopefully) a few plane waues.

The form (92) yields a secular equation which converges much more

rapidly and directly onto the valence electron energies Bnd wavefunctions,

i.e. it turns out that whereas a large number of plane waves are required

for expansion of 'VJ/L , only a small number of orthoqonalizad plane waves

(OPU's) are required and in fact the eigenvalues converge to something like
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free-electron energy eigenvalues: This is because the OPW already has

the atomic-like "wiggles" in the core-region Duilt into it, as ma/ DL-

seen from Eq. (90), The fact that Ci , i9 a smooth function suggests

that it i9 possible to regard it as the eigenfunction of an effective

Hamiltonian with a much weaker potential than the actual potential. This

argument can also be made more plausible by realizing that the "i,^_ieE"

of the OPU in the core-region provide a large kinetic energy which to h

certain uxtent can cancel the large negative potential enerrjy. Thestr
(33)ideas are formalized in tne pseudopotential cor~ept. A lucre cf

caution is in order here, however, the pseudopotential concept ir a S-.^'SH

is an "a posteriori" justification for the free-electron-like nature of

the energy tanas of simple metals. It obviously breaks down (frcrr, a

practical point of view) when the valence states of interest are not st

all free-electron-like as can happen (e.g. the d^.states in the noble,

transition and rare earth metals), since such states cannot oe expressed

as a simple linear combination of plane waves. To some extent, the

pseudopotential concept can be generalized to include these states (c.f.

the recent treatments by Harrison and Floriarty ) but the method

becomes much more complicated and we shall not discuss them here. The

simple OPW based pseudopotential concept discussed here is valid only fo

the free-electron like metals and semiconductors with small cores, (e.g.

Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Fig, Be, Zn, Cd, In, Si, Ge, Sn etc.).

Let us write the Schrodinger Equation for the valence electrons

(93)
Substituting for AJ-4̂  from Eq. (92) and re-arranging terms, we obtain

v( r) fk:[" &
Now the corresponding Schrodinger Equation for the core electrons is
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(Mote;- Strictly speaking because of exchange e f f e c t s , the effective

potential experienced by the core-electrona may not be U(r), the potential

experianced by v/alence electrons. However formally we define "core wave

functions" ty^, £ to be eigenfunction of Eq, (95) even though these may

' be exactly the true core wave functions). By Eqs. (94) and (91) .

( 9 6 )

Using Eq, (88) in Eq. (94) ue obtain f inal ly

fc-1

(9?)

as our required "effective" or "pseudo" Schrodinger Equation for the CD ,

where the pseudopotential operator i s defined by

(98)

In fact Eq. (98) i s not the most general farm of pseudopotential, as was
(37)

shown by Austin, Heine and Sham. ' A more general form i s in fact

where f(E , t» i ) i s any function of E. , t and i . The corresponding pseudo
Schrodinger equation i s

Perform the operation ^.Nfh 1 t° t n a Q D 0 U B equation, where 1i/, is

the corresponding true valence wavefunction, Ue obtain

(101)

Thus, unless / ^ P L V is orthogonal tp lYfe)1 (which it will not be

in general), E1 = E., i.e. Eq, (100) is a correct pseudo-Schrodinger

Equation for the valence electron states*
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We note some peculiarities about the above types of pseuJo, i, »,fer ti*: :

(1) The p8eudopotentia1 itself involves the states I t/i,)ana energies

£k obtained from it, i.e. strictly speaking it should be made self con-

sistent. In practice, we use the pseudopotential in a pertur&ative sense,

i.e. treat it as a weak potential acting on free-electron states. I- ±^z<-

a case, the E , \J>L involved in the pseudopotential itself may be taken tc

be free-electron energies and wavefunctians. Corrections to this will ^e

of higher ordBr in ths pseudopotBntial and are often neglected.

(2) The pseudopotential differs from an ordinary potential in that it

is a non-local operator. For our purpose the most important consequence is

that its matrix elements between plane wave states, A 1 I LJ I kN is ret

simply the Fourier transform W(k* - k) of a function W(r) (as it would ce

if u was a local potential) but depends on both k, and k' . However, for

simple metals and semiconductors, it often turns out to be reasonably

accurate to treat W as if it was a local potential and approximate it Ly

a w( T ) . This U(T) is usually defined in terms of the Fourier transforr

W(K), known as the pseudopotential form factor which is obtained by averag-

ing /k + K fid | k \ over a suitable set of states k. (Often k is chosen so

that k-> k + k corresponds to a transition across the Fermi surface. This

procedure defines W(k) upto K = 2k,,. Beyond that, some approximate form
""** (9)

is used. For details see Ref. 31, 33 or the paper by Sham. )

(3) In thB region outside the cores where the * ^ j vanish, we see from

Eqs. ( 9 6 ) , (99) that the pseudopotential reduces to the actual p o t e n t i a l . .

However in this region the actual potential is weak anyway.
-•.. .-.. , vat: • , .,

(4) Ihothefecegjion. dunaide th%v'core( the second term in Eq. (98) tends

to cancel U ( T ) , since (E - E. .) is large and positive and I*;*/*/* ' I vr r<

turns out to be positive.

(5) The pseudopotential is not unique as is obvious from Eq. (99).

Thus an infinite number of pseudopotentials (with a corresponding infinite

set of psaudowavefunctions O^ ) cen be used to give the same energy E^ .

The whole usefulness of the pseudo-potential method, of course, is tha t

it is a convenient approximate method to solve the problem (attempting
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to set up a rigorous pseudopotential constructed to yield the exact

energy levels leads to a problem which is identical to the problem of

sc' ng the original actual Schrodinger Equation). Thus its usefulness

depends on using perturbation theory to calculate physical properties.

It is not necessarily true that each of the different possible pseudo-

potentials will give the same answer to a given order of perturbation

theory, although in principle if summed to all orders of pecturbation

theory, the answer should be unique. Since one usually stops at second

order perturbation theory in the pseudopotential, different pseudopotentials

may give different answers (although in practice they do not differ by

all that much) and so some pseudopotentials may be more accurate (to that

order in perturbation theory) than others. Often an "optimized pseudo-

potential1* is defined as that which gives the •smoothest* pseudowave-

function, i.e. one in which

CAT, is minimized (102)

For perturbation theory starting from a free-alectron gas of "pseudowave-

fun^tions" in which a weak pseudopotential has been switched on, the

optimized pseudopotential is given (to loweat order in til) as that which

has matrix elements between plane wave states k, k + K,

4- > I -£

Note that ^ |U ) \t/) j± ̂ ' J Id | J*/* , unless.) £ I * \ £%\ *
i.e. the pseudopotential is non-Hermitian unless it acts between plane-

waua states of the same energy.

We are as yet only considering "bare" pseudepotentiale* i,e. no

screening effects are as yet considered. l/(r) is the actual bare ion-

electron interaction potential. Let us write it as

V(r) = ^ v (£- rj.) (104)
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NotB that in a l l of the above derivation of OPU pseudopotentials, we have

nowhere assumed a regular crystal l a t t i ce , only that esaociated with each

ion (whenever i t is located) there are corresponding core-states, I t ,

intered on that ion. Thus the ionic sites i can have, in this theory,
a n arbitrary configuration. We may specify this configuration in terms

of a function S(K) defined by

exp [ - i^ . r j (105)

Using Eqs. (104) and (105) we may expl ic i t ly re-wr i te/k^ + K j W \ k^

tarma of a product of S{£,) and/k -|-K I u | k \ where w is the pseudo-

potential associated with a single ion. (We have here assumed a l l the

ions to be ident ica l ) . We obtain

(106)

where

( 1 0 7 )

where

and so on*

(Note that Eq. (107) provides an equation for / R. f •* J & S by setting

K = 0).
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VIII. Pseudopotentials Considered from the Point of tfieu of
Phase Shifts and Scattering Theory

Let us simplify the actual potential and approximate it by the

s called muffin-tin., form, i.e. assume

V(r) « V(r) r < R

s Constant r ̂  R (108)

where R is the muffin-tin radius, assumed to be cantared on each ion site

For r y R, and a given energy C, we have the radial uiave equation

(1Og)

2 *
for giuen angular momentum states. The term -• i> / provides a

"centrifugal barrier" which can sometimes trap states inside it, e.g.

d-statas in a transition or noble metal. For r V R, and the same angular

momentum 1, we know that the solutions to the Radial wave equation are of

the general form

(110)

uhera

E = <+i2 K2 / 2m

"Oo i s called the phase-shift, and in general i t i s a function of C,

These phase shifts determine the scattering amplitudes for plane waves

by the muffin-tin potential. Let us write

The asymptotic behaviour of the s o l u t i o n (110) i s of the form

(112)
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hence the name phase shift. 1l and hence "A/J are determined for a

given 1, E by matching the radial wauefunction and its radial derivative

f. r < R and r ^ R at r m R. This yields

t.
'' " (113)

where L.(E) is the logarithmic derivative at r = R for the given potential

V(r) and a given 1, E. (it is in principle obtained by integrating radial

wave-equation (109)).

Obviously in Eq. (112) ins could substitute a^for 7J* since

the integral multiple of IT does nofctchange the scattering. r/t. counts the

number of radial nodes in the "Core wiggles" of R.(r). The valence

electron states have energies which are determined purely by the S

Thus we can obviously substitute (for r S R) eny potential which

produce the sdme O.(E) for a given (1,E) and only possibly a different

number for "»V, • In particular, the "weakest" or optimum pseudopotentisl

would be one with 7\,. = 0, thus substituting for R,(r) a "pseudowavefunction1

u/ithout any nodes for r <̂  R (See Fig. 7).

Fig. 7

In general such a pseudopQtential uill be a function of both

I and E. Its only requirement is that at r = R it gives the same

logarithmic derivative L,(E) aa the actual potential.
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In particular, we nay chooee a equate wall potential

th
where P. is the projection operator for the 1 angular momentum atate,

f 3B1

mis is of the same form aa tha Heine»Absrenkovx * model potential,

except that they took the actual potential aa pure Coulombic (-Ze/r) for

r ̂ >R and matched the logarithmic derivatives of the two types of solution

for r <. R an- r }R, In practice, tha dependence of the A.(£) uaa

neglected, and all the A'S for 1 ^ 2 were taken to ba the eeme. Thus
(A - A.) P • (A^ • Aj) P1 • Aj | r ^ R

(114)
-2e/r ' | r> R

since y Pa — I'I

On the other hand, with tha muffin-tin potential, a paeudopotential of the

form

(38)

can be shown% ' to yield a aeoular equation quite equivalent

to the Kttfttj*ocuia«fiequa>ion aa reformulated by Zittn,' ' For the so-called

simple metals, the potentiala are auch that tha phi na shift $^ come out

to ba small and the snergy-banda ara conaaquantly f te electron-like,. For

d-states in transition metala, tha O . come out to ba fairly large which

shoujs that no really weak "peeudopotentlal* ia\potaibla.
IX. Application to Lattice Ovnamioa

In the above discuaalonf we have ahown how in eartain circumstances

the valance electron energy lavela of a ayatan of lone in an arbitrary

configuration may be calculated by replacing tha actual electron ion potential

by a much ueaker pseudepotantlalv and tha actual wawefunotlons by smoother

pseudouavefunctiona. Thia provldaa a aimplar (if slightly less acourate)

method of calculating tha valenca electron band*atruoture bf^ay, a simple

matal or semiconductor/ then a full»fledged OPW, APW or KKR calculation.
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ln applying the concept to the calculation of phonon dispersion curves,

one might naively again expect that the whole formalism developed in the

"~liar sections goes through, provided we replace the actual wave-

f-nction by pseudowavBfunction and the actual tare electron-ion potential

uy a pseudopotential. In fact this turns out to be the case of a fairly

good approximation, even to the extent of writing down a local pseuao-

pDtential function W(r), and in fact our discussion of the dynamics of

free»-Blect.ron-lik8 metals (where the pseudouiavefunction can often be

replaced by a single plane wave) using empirical pseudopottsntials had

already anticipa'3d this. Nevertheless, the muthou hds to tie establishea

a bit mere vigorously. Basically we have to proove that in the expression

[^"Lf *^; « Cr) oP (̂ )i us may replace o VV1' (r) by a first-order

change in the bare pseudopotential due to the lattice displacements and

chat we may replace O p (£ t>y thB change in the pseudo-electron density

in response to the first order change in pseudopotentisl. Such a proof

has been given by Sham, ' but we shall not reproduce it here, since in

the case of free-electron metal9« there is an alternative method due to

Harrison which short-circuits this procedure. We shall describe

this method briefly.

First, we note that due to the "core" or "orthogonalization"

part of the OPW's making up the valence wavefunctian, there is a "depletion

hole" around each ion in the valence electron density, since the orthogona-

lization tends to decrease i^J i n this region. Further, since the core

electron states movB rigidly with the ions, so does the depletion hoj.e.

The net effect is to modify the actual ionic charge Ze and increase it

to

^ " (116)

Secondly, we note that we must consider screening of the pseudopctential

in a self-consistent manner as done for a local weak perturbing potential

M l i t ) abovtf. The matrix elements of a screened potential arising from
extN ' '"

a bare non«-local pseudopotential can be obtained hy a s l ight generalization

of the techniques given abowe. Fnv deta i ls , the reader may consult the
(41)book by Harrison. '
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Thirdly we may consider the paeudo-uiavefunctions in the unperturbed

state to be those of a free-electron gas and calculate the aecond-order

to< thevi&n^seudglptentiala by perturbation theory (in

powers of the pseudopotentiala), for any arbitrary ionic configuration^

The result i s

Eaj(Z*) is the electrostatic energy of iane of effective charge (Z*e)

in a uniform negative background; Af^ is the unperturbed free electron

energy for wave-vector k (in the extended 2one scheme), and ̂ k I cA.c \jt^

is the screened pseudopotential matrix element, while^k^ I tĴ J k_ +J<SiB the

care pseudopotential matrix element. The appearance of one of each kind in

the last term of Eq. (117) is a consequence of the fact that if we use the

matrix element twice ue have counted <the electron-electron in ter -

action twice in the energy, and hence have to subtract half of i t . Z i s
xc

the exchange and correlation energy of the unperturbed system of electrons.

The last term may be written as

2 s*
F(k) is called the energy wave number characteristic for the metal

in question. For the case where a local approximation can be made, F(K)

reduces to

(119)

Let us now consider a perfect lattice with a phonon mode (q, j) present in

it. In this case,
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(120)

Substituting this into Eq. (11?) and collecting terms of second order ii

the u(l) and then expressing the u(l)'.'.j* terms of running wave displacements

as in Eq. (6) uesget an expression of the form given in Eq. (9), from which

the* dynamical matrix may be obtained as

:i2i)

For F(jQ we may use the full expression given in Eq. (117) or the approximate

one given in Eq. (119) in which case we'see that J"/ (^,) becomes

identical to that givei in Eq. (69), assuming a ftee-electron gas and a

local pseudopotential.

It is to be noted'that this kind of treatment always gives rise to

an effective pair-potential function between ions which is spherically

symmetric, i.e. the resulting force constants are always axially symmetric.

This is because the second-order electronic energy perturbation can always

be written in the form given by Eq, (118) Bven if thB full non-locality

of the paeudODOtentlal is taken into account. Thus non-central tensor

Farce Constanta can only arise if we have a departure from the free-

electron model. They may arise partly due to off-diagonal elements of

£. ~ (q_ + G, q +-G') and partly due to anisotropy in the electron-phonon

matrix elements, but these have to be treated in a non-genBral way than

described above, and will be taken up again in the next section. Recently
(42)

Roy et al. ' have noted that such effects must be present in the phonon

spectrum of Be, which cannot be reptbduced by axially symmetric force

constants alone. It is also to be noted that Harrison's method for obtain-

ing the phonon spectrum, ae described above is not exactly equivalent to the

method described earlier where the dynamical matrix was obtained in terms of

(j} The previous method (which we Bha.J,l call the Born-Oppsnheimer

Method) was baaed on a second-order perturbation calculation in powers of the
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latt ica displacements tLjCi) starting from the perfect crystal electron

pseudo-eigen-statea as the unperturbed basis aat. In principle i t gives

the second-order change in energy as required u i t h i * the Harmonic

approximation. On the other hand,,Harrison1s method is based on a second-

er dBr perturbation calculation in powers of the psaudopotsntial starting

from free-electron states as the unperturbed basis set. Where the actual

single-electron crystal pseudo-states are well approximated by free-

electron states and the pseudopotential is weak, obviously the two become

equivalent, as us have verif ied. However,, in cases where the pseudo-

potential is not very weak, the actual pa«udo*wavefunctions are no longer

plane waves, and i t is necessary in Harrison's method to go to higher order

_r> perturbation theory in the paeudopatential. By generalizing Lq, (117)

to include such terms, i t may be seen that they would a l l s t i l l contribute

to the ^ t ^ (O '^(-C^'J terms in C anchhtnee to thB phonon frequencies

in the Harmonic approximation. Such terms have bean considered by
(43)

Kaganx ' who interprets the resulting contributions in terms of "many-

body1* forces between the ions. We note that in principle, such higher

artier perturbation theory on the frae-eloctron gas should include a aslf-

consistent calculation of screening to that order, i.e. we have to abandon
11r-,ear response theory. However in practice this is not done,

X. fha Residual Potential Method for Non-Free-Electron Crystals

For free-electron-metals where even for the unperturbed crystal

a weak pseudopotential exists and the pseudowavefunctions are free-elsctron

like, ue have seen how the dynamical matrix may be obtained by straight-

forward perturbation theory. On the other hand, we have seen the inappli-

cability of the method where the paeudopotential are not weak, as is the

case in the noble or* transit ion me tale., or ionic crystals end -Tfisny

insulating cryatals. Perturbation theory starting from the free-electron

ga3 completely breaks down and ue have to go back to the Born-Oppenheimsr

formalism discussed in Sec. I. There ue also noted that if part of the

first-order valence electron density perturbation S f^could not be

regarded as a rigid motion of part of the valance electron density along

with the core, a large cancellation could be seen to take place in the
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axpreeaion for the second-order energy, irrespective of whether the

unperturbed electronic structure was freB-electron likB or t ight ly-to,. '

*n fact, i t is physically obvious that i t is for tightly uauna valence

electrons that a rigid motion with the core becomes an increasingly

accutete description of of ' ,

£- o°)
Let us therefore arbitrarily split up the actual O \ as

follows

where | c i 3 d e f"i n e d* as follows: Choose a volume \J (let us say

a sphere) around each ion of arbitrary radius, but not so large that

volumes centered on neighbouring ions overlap. P ( £ ) is the

unperturbed valence electron density. Then ue define

/ ^ (123,

where

= 1 inside V

= 0 outside V Q(l) (124)

c 0)
O p we may call the "rigid" part of the valence electron density

'* t r >• 1

perturbation. Q Ki ' ' , which us may call the "deformation" part,£ cO)
is defined as all the rest of O\ « Thus no approximation has been

made at this stage and Eq. (112) can be regarded simply as a definition of

^fdl * Instead of calculating S f ' it is now sufficient to

calculate ^ R * » which of course be done in a self-consistent manner.

Implicit in this is the expectation that a perturbation calculation of

O P will yield a part which can be explicitly identified as

We shall aee how this comes about. We have, to first order

(125)
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Lei us for the moment neglect exchange and correlation effects, ON

is tnp total ( i ,3 . self-conaistent) f i r s t order change in potential

perienced due to the lat t ice displacements by a valence electron. I t

~a> tie written as

U (r) is this bare ion-electron interaction potential. Tor

inside a particular M (l) in the l^n unit cell, let us write
Q

(127)

whare V (r) is the actual crystal potential and ^ V(r-r,) is a weak

aiuuly-uarying potential which corrects for the tails of the potentials

due to all the other electrons and ions outside V (l). For r outside
O f*J

w (l) we may write

(128)

'-ing the above difinition and Eqa. (123) and (124) we may show that, for

where

(130)
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.bh.ire the constant C is adjusted to make U'(|r - r(l]J) continious at the

-urfaca of U (l)» It arises essentially due to surface terms that result

one manipulates the gradient operator in the second term on the left

ha1"' side of Eq. (129) from one function in the Integral to another.

Details regarding the proof of Eq. (120) may be found in Ref. (5). The

.:nportant thing to note is that W'(r) is a potential without the de^g

potential well inside V (l) and hence looks like a local pseudopotential.

It «is sketched in Fig. B. By Eq, (123), it may be seen that if f^ (r)

is spherically symmetric inside V around the ion, and thB radius of V (l)

is r , then for r ^ r , W'(r)'ts equal to (-2 e /r) where (Z e) is the
s f s s s

total charge inside V . WB may refer to this as the charge on the rigid

inside V .

\ \

F ig . 8

1" we now subs t i t u te the resu l t (Eq. (129)) i n Eq. (126) we obta in

w'Ct-

(131)
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Let us cal l these three contributions % IP '^t O u
 B «n°" OV c

respectively. We have

similar to the method used in connection with Eqs* (13) - (15)*

Unfortunately, since the integral is over a f i n i t e volume U Q ( l ) , we

cannot operate to the l e f t with H (or rather i t s kinetic energy part)

and hence must pay for i t utith a correction term. Thus ue write

(133)

lue note that by Green's theorem, ".,. can be transformed into sum of

surface integrals over the V (l)

wnere -̂sf- denotes differentiation along the nomal to the surface.

Substituting Eq. (133) into Eq. (1?2) and thence into Eq. (125), ue

erriwe at the result for the first order change ^ due to o VU>

(135)
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may in the first term formally include the term k' = k in the

nce its contributio

•ss property of the

since its contribution con be shown to uanish, and use the complet~-

since «i r =• -*S-» * * - ' •* ' " i J J . ^ is

obuious that thg f i r s t tarni is going to yield of*. ' as axpacteu.

The aacond term in Eq. (136), togsther with the perturbations o Th.A

(Out) to 0 l ) n ) and ̂ ^TZ* (oue to o W p) y is lds £S C • Thus,

te,Cus

(137)

and

Equation (139) can be used'to yield a self-consistency equation far

^ W » since PI , and § Ut . _ are known, while §U r
 i s a screening

potential involving only &f*j^'A (Compare Eq. (43) - (45)). I t is obvious

that as r « as *(al i s concerned, Mw'i f ' ^ ' U ' < 10 V// i *^^ \ a c t s a s

tha "bars" alectton-photon mat^x element which is then screens by the

response i t creates in the electron syatem. Hououer, nota that M, ~ is

non-local in the sense that i t depends on the states k° ,k ' between which

i t acts. The second term involves simply a weak local pseudopotsntial.
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Wa may sss in th is case how the self consistency equation is explicitly

solved when part of tha bare elactron-phonon matrix element is non-locale

We have

£ K -

where in the term involving H , ue have interchanged the dummy indices

k,k' in the sum. . This equation can be solved formally by the matrix

method discussed in Eqs. (46) - (53), and i t may be verified that the

solution is
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£ "^fe ^h't -
(Mote that M . jf ̂1,1.11 although It can be shown that they become equal

if Ek a E k,(
5)). In Eq. (141), O V B (q +^9 is giuen by exactly the

same expression as in En. (27), except V.(K) is replaced by U'(k). the

Fourier transform of the local pseudopotsntial defined by Eq. (130) and

sketched in Fig. B, f* (q + G, ̂ + Gj) is the electron density response

function matrix given by Eq. (53)# Note that if PI. ,. were local. i.e.

could be approximated by

M b, t=
Eq. (141) would collapse into the standard form

Note also that Eq. (141) has not mada any approximation other than the

usual self-consistent f*eld or RPA approximation. In particular free-

electron uiavefunctions have not been assumed. Exchange and correlation

effects can be grafted onto the above treatment as before by replacing

[" 1 - f ooj
We now have to derive the phonon frequencies, but at this point it may

be worth summarizing the steps leading to the result obtained so far. They

are as follows:

(1) S P was split into & P C ' which was defined by Eq. (123), and

which had to be calculated self-consistently.
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(2) The total self-consistent first-order perturbing potential

was split into three parts* the f i rst part gave rise to the part ©Po

or th« "rigid" part of e f ^ , and an effective non-local potential

whose matrix elements between states k, k1 was Hi,,, t which therefore

cant uted to &f& ^» T n e second part bias a local potential SlP ' B

whose Fourier transform could be written down in terms of the Fourier

transform of a weak local pseudopatential W'tr) , and which also contributed

to o fa \+\ The third part was the screening potential due to Of j '

itself.

(3) A self-consistency equation for O>& (^) u a a t n u s

arrived at and solved. It is completely analogous to the self-consistent

solution for the total § P of an electron system perturbed by a non-

local pseudopotential, rather than the ectual potential. Thus as far as

^,-i •* is concerned the, matrix elements of the "bare" effective '

perturbing potential are given by

On the other hand, using Eq. (141) we see that the screened effective

electron-phonon matrix elements are given by
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(143)

(4) For calculating the dynamical matrix it turns out that we

may use the expression (82), with the only difference that the effect of

O p . moving rigidly with the ion cores is to give them a charge Z

rather than the actual ionic charge. Z may be considered to be arbitrary

in the sense that V (l) can be chosen arbitrarily. However, changing the

size of V (1) and hence the magnitude of Z and thereby the contribution

of the direct ion—ion (Coulomb) coupling coefficient compensated for by

corresponding changes in lii'(r) and M. ,. which both depend on V (l). Thus

unless further approximations are made, the net result should be independent

of 1/ . Numerical calculations show that this is indeed the case. We
a

shall not reproduce the rather complicated final expression for the dynamical

matrix here. It is given &0iBeti.i (44).

(5) JSee also Ref, 44 J . For calculating the electron-phonon matrix

element for scattering across the Fermi surface, such as in electrical

resistivity and superconductivity,calculations, the appropriate scattering

V S « - ,''••(-

L .1 ' . This is because the actual scatteringfc'fe.
matrix element differs from it by

(Sse C . (133)

and this vanishes for energy conserving transitions.

(6) The elactron-phonon matrix element is in fact dominated by

1*1, which depends on the unperturbed wavefunctions. This has been
(5) A

explicitly evaluated*' for the case where the WL a r e evaluated by the
APW method, although similar expressions can be written down for

evaluated by other methods, such-as KKR or tight binding. Note that
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n , depends only on the value and derivative of the uavefunction at

the surface of V (1) and nance does for the alectrpn^phonan interaction

what the phase shi f t method did for the unperturbed crysta l . I f the

vamnca ma l func t i ons are themselves extremely tightly-bound end VQ ie

cf -an large enough, there w i l l hardly be any contribution to the surface

i n t e g r a l . Thus M. , depends on having uavefunctions which are appreciable
(55)

at the surface of V (1). Applied to ionic crystals, ' the second

order contributions to the energy (via Cq. (82)) from such matrix elements

can in fact be shown to correspond to the "overlap"di'atortion" short-

range forces between ions. For transition metals, the PI. ,. become quite

large and in fact are largest in the middle of the transition metal

series which correlates well with the occurrence of strong superconductors

in this series of metals. Tor free-electron like metals, the effect of

rn, ,, can be shown^ ' to explicitly "undo* the affect of the matrix

elements jjhich gave rise to offt » *ne ri9id part, (This may be seen

by substituting free-electron uavefunction in Eq. (138) and using E. a

•••- in Eq. (135), Thus uie are left with only a weak "local" pseudo-

potential U'(r) which can be substituted in the usual expressions for

the dynamical matrix and yields an expression of the form given in Eq.

(69), with W(£) replaced by UM(K). Note that no orthogonalization to

core states has been assumed in this derivation. In general, however,

the unavoidable presence of ft • and its non-local character complicate

the problem and have hindered detailed numerical calculations for transi-

tion metals, ionic crystals, and so on.

die still have, of course, the problem of inverting the dielectric

matrix, which we discuss in the next section.

XI. Lattice Dynamics of Insulators

Generally the lattice dynamics of insulators is treated in terms

of phenomemologicel models, such as valence forcevfield models (for

cov/alently bonded semiconductors) or dipolar models such as the shell

model, Hardy's deformation dipole model and generelization of these.'2'3'4' '

The dipolar models attempt to incorporate (although in a phenomenological

way) the electronic polarization due to the lattice motion and hence cen
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be used to connect up the la t t i ce dynamical and dielectr ic and piezo-

electr ic properties of the c rys ta l , something which ordinary force

—iBtant models cannot do. As a prototype, we shall consider the widely

jasd shell model; and attempt to relate i t to the general microscopic

formalism developed in the f i r s t feu sections of this review. We shall

also br ief ly discuss generalization of the shell model developed in

recent years, Ue should emphasize at th is point, that the microscopic

formulation in general requires a knowledge o f&~ (q + G, q + G')

( i . e . a solution of the equation (52) and th is is not known). What the

dipolar models do is to provide a physically in tu i t i ve guess as to the

nature of the electron, i.e. polarization 2>p^'' and hBnce implicitly as

to the nature of <F ~ (q + G, q + G'). More sophisticated models such as
~* «-/ *-J +**

the boi•"' charge model, breathing shell model so on simply provide more

sophisticated guesses as to the nature of the self-consistent solution

for Op * T° link up with thB microscopic, theory, therefore, ue haue

to examine under what approximations £ can be explicitly obtained which

can lead to a o ̂  ' in accordance with these models. Thus for solids

where the simple shell model is likely to be valid, for instance, it should

be possible to make an approximation for <; to obtain oP'1-/ in terms

of dipole moments on the atoms. In this sense, the "shell equation" of

the shell model must be interpreted as the self-consistency, equation for

•Sf • i in an RPA-type of approximation.

First, let us briefly review the shell model, £it should be pointed •

out that many detailed reviews are already available. ' ' _J The dipole

moments appearing at the lattice sites may be regarded as composed of

displacement dipole moments |e.\ 2 ) ^ XL. (Qks) (where Zk is the charge

on the K tti ion in the unit cell and 1-LUk) is its displacement) and

internal (or polarization) dipole moments j^. (Ik)} which may be visual!

as due to the motion of a "shell11 of charge Yk|e| relative to its core by

an amount h^TUl*), i.e. the internel dipole moment is

The equations of motion of the shell model may be written down by assuming

running wave solutions of the form given in Eq. (6) for both the

and U ,(lk), and assuming the "Shells11 BTB massleos and hence adjust

instahtaneously to the lattice motion. Ue obtain
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(144)

U, U are 3>v column vectors denoting the amplitudes of the ionic

displacements and relative core-shell displacements for each of the r

ions in the unit call respectively; B is a diagonal (3r x 3r) matrix

N "S.n ^* f and similarly for Z, j £ is the usual Coulomb coupling

coefficient^ ' for unit charges situated at the lattice aitesj and £,,S

and T_ are short-range C0v ling coefficient matrices involving nearest

or second-nearest neighbor force constants jg is normally written as

(U5)

where k_ is a diagonal (3r x 3r) matrix k> H/fi ^KJC' • where k» repra-

sents the restoring force constant between the k th ion care and shell,

5 thus represents the near-neighbor 8hell«shall couplong coefficient.

(Note that fi, _S, _T and C in these equations are all periodic functions

of q just as the ordinary dynamical matrix is). The condition that a

uniform translation of the crystal should lead to no restoring force on

the ion and also no internal dipole moments requires the conditions

(146)

to be satisfied. Elimination of the "dipole" degree of freedom from

Eqw(i44) yields the usual secular-equation for the X7 alone, and the

dynamical matri.-. is seen to be

Note that neglect of the last term in Eq. (147) yields simply the "rigid

ion" modal, which is known to be in poor agreement with experimentally

measured dispersion curves for ionic crystals (unless R is made to extend
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to a large number of neighbors and Z Is adjusted to be an "effective"

ionic charge) and is even worse for semiconductors such as Si or Ge.

...tj IBB . term introduces the affect of the internal or electronic degrees

"** freedom of the ion, any may be seen to introduce three-and four body

forces between the ions even if the individual £, _S, T[ involve only two-

body forces* Thus (see Fig. 9) an ion A in a displaced position may

induce a dypole moment on ion B, which may couple uith the ciipole moment

produced on ion C by the displacement of ion 0, thus coupling ions A and

D together. If ions 6 and C coincide, ue have a three-body farce, and in

the general case, ue have a four body force

Fig. 9

The shell model is capable of giving good agreement uith experiment it

involves a rather large number of parameters* In order to reduce the

number of parameters the assumption

R = V s => T (148)

is usually made, and 7 is often also choosen to be equal to unity. In

the most^general form of the shell model, the Z^ are also chosen as

adjustable parameters, along uiith the kK, and second neighbor interactions

are included in Jj.* £» £ . The total number of parameters required for a

really good fit is usually 11 > although a simple 3-parameter shell model

fits tf&ta f&r many alkali helide crystals reasonably well. The parameters

are usually expressed in terms of the ionic ••electrical11 and "mechanical"

polariaabilitiea (to be diacuseed below) and are often fitted to quantities

such aa the alaetic constants and the.high and low frequency dielectric
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constants of the crystal. To discuss the relationship between these

quantities, uie return to the shell model (SW) equations of motion.

Uie define a local field at an ion site as the Coulomb field due to

the displacement and internal dipole moments (effectively considered hare

as point dipoles) on all the other sites. Then

tiJhera _E i s a 3r = component co&dunn vector whose components are those

of E at each of the r s i t e s in the u n i t c e l l * Using Eq. ( 1 4 9 ) , ue may

rewrite Eqs. (144) in the long wavelength limit (q-^Qr •strictly speaking

q must still be ^ ^ **%_ t o 8tay outside the so-called "polariton" regime

(46)) as

~ u

^ (150)

(all matrices above are assumed to be evaluated in the q « ^ 0 limit)

The bulk polarization is given by

Using Eq. (150) this may be re-written as

where

Z« » Z - Y e"1 T* (153)

and

(154)
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We shall restrict ourselves to cubic diatomic crystals for which all

thBBB matrices become diagonal in ( # , 0 ) a, q = 0, so we may drop the

(, v» , ̂ ) subscripts.

The electronic polarizability of the k ion is obtained from

Cq. (152) as

the quantity

* 2 ft. C*
K* ' (155)

(156)

is called the Szigeti charge associated utith ion K. From an inspection

of the structure of Eqs. (152), (153) and (154) we see that the second

term on the right-hand-side of Cq. (142) is associated tilth a dipole moment

produced not by the local field but by the short range forces and the itnic

displacements. The "mechanical polsrizability" of the k ion is accord-

ingly given by

(157)

on eliminating C/^also between Eqs. (150), ue can show that the total

polarizability (including the effect of ionic displaeements|of the k ion

is given by

where Z' is defined in Cq. (153) and

R' = R - T s~1 T* (159)
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Because this is a cubic crystal and the local field is due to point

dipolss on the lat t ice s i tes , the well-known Lorenx-Larentz formula can

Cu shown to apply,

1+ S!L
3JL

(16Q)

where £/ \ is the Electronic (or high frequency) contribution to

the uielectric constant, similarly

where £ (0) is the static dielectric constant, where the ions can also

be displaced in response to the field.

Ule may also express the shell model equation in the q -* 0 limit

in terms of the macroscopic field.. This is given by

where P is the bulk polarization. Us note that as q->0,

(163)

where the second term is regular as q-jQ. Then ue may write £qs, (144) in

the form

(164)

where E i.e. a 3r = component column vector giving the components of E m a C

at each site. (They are of course the same for all sites). Eliminating
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from Eqs. (164) leads to

- (Z C Y + T) (Y c \ + a)" 1

/ _ e f f . + .mac

where

Z B f f m Z - Y (B + Y C Y)""1 | j f f Y C Z) (166)

The e f fec t i ve charge associated wi th ion i C i s therefore

(167)

I t may be shown that

where Z ( H J ) is the Szigeti charge defined in Eq, (156). The Bulk pola-

U ) n B r 8

( 1 6 6 )

The Bulk

rization can also be shown from Eqs. (164) to be given by

*&*

(169)

and can be shown to be .. .. , where ^ (*°) was given by

£q. (160). In the limit q -^ 0, eluminating E and U from Cqs. (164)

via Eqs, (165) and (162), the lattipe equation of motion comes outtto be

[5

(170)
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wnere the only singular part aa q -p 0 is given by X defined by

( 1 7 2 )

ye Know from the general theory of lattice dynamics that the existence

cf unique acoustic frequencies which tend to zero frequency as q — > 0

is only assured if

, ^ 3 ) (173)
k

for q -Jp 0 from any direction. Inspection of Eq. (173) shous that thia

can only be true if

This condition is known as the effective charge sum rule or acoustic sum

rule. In the shell modal by using equation (168) and the fact that

^ £ ^ - 0 and '2t'K<lt'J - 0 (£q. (146), it can be verified that this sum-

rule is identically satisfied. For a microscopic theory, houever, Eq.

(174) cannot be built in a priori ana imposes some important restriction

as ue shall see.

From the SFI equations of motions we can also discuss the total

polarization response to a lou frequency applied field E ,(6i), (in

this section, "low frequency" means of the order of the lattice frequencies,

i.e. in the infrared region, while "high frequency" means £->J£>lattice

frequencies but <K. electronic transition frequencies). This turns out to

be given by

(175)

uhere PI is the reduced mass of the two atoms in the unit cell, and Cj is
I fa

the TO mode frequency at q • 0. The SM also yields for the splitting

between the LO and TO mode frequencies at q = 0
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^~J_O To

which often serves as a method for experimental determination of the

effective charge. (This is oftBn also known as the Born effective charge

or the tranaverBB effective charge). The above results (175) and (176) can

in fact be obtained morB generally and do not depend on the specific

of the SFI.

It should be pointod out that equations formally equivalent to

those of the SO were given earlier Dy Tolpygo, Flashke vi tch and co-workers,

based on a detailed microscopic theory where dipole moments were assumed

to appear on the lattice sites ana their amplitude was adjusted to minimize

the Hamiltonian of the system. However, owing to the complicated nature

of the resulting expressions the theory was parameterized in roughly the

same way as the shell model.

In practice, the main unsatisfactory feature of the shell model is

the fact that it often requires a large number of parameters to fit experi-

mental dispersion curves, and quite often these do not seem to have any

physical significance. The principal conceptual shortcomings of the shell

model are (a) that it is a point dipole model and (b) no physical insight

is given into the origin of the so-called short range forces embodied in

R, S and JT. In fact there will be multipole corrections to the point-

dipole local field given by Eq. (149), and these can be approximately

represented by part of these short-range interactions. The remainder

represents the effect of electronic distortion beyond that induced by the

local fields, and must be obtained from a microscopic theory. It should

also be noted that the so-called "shell Equation" (the second of Eqs. (144))

is nothing other than a self-consistency equation for the dipole moment

•amplitude T*T. sinqe they relate itf to the effect of V, (the so-called
•p* -j •?=»

"extsrnel perturbation", and, wia the YCY and S matrices, to the effect

of the W themselves. This is similar in spirit to the RPA calculation for

the density response function which we did earlier, and in fact:leads to t

the hope that the SP1 can be derived within the framework of an RPA calcula-

tion, Aa us shall see, this in fact turns out to be the case.
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Generalizations of the Sit have been incorporated in various ways.
t AQ\

For homopolar semiconductors, Martin has proposed a quasi-phenomeno-

looical model where part of the dynamical matrix arises purely from the

d^-^onal part of the dielectric function matrix and is of the form given

by Eq, (69). The other part arises due to dipole moments forming not at

the ion sites Out at the centers of the coualent bonds connecting an ion

to its neighbors. Itartin assumes that these can be represented by "bond

charges11 moving in such a way as to stay exactly half-uay between the

displaced ions. Although this model cannot be justified in detail from a

microscopic theory, wa shall see how something rather similar can be

ootainsa unaer certain approximations. For ionic crystals, the dipolar

node of deformation of the electron sheila has been generalized to include
(49)

a "breathing motion" giving rise to the so-called Breathing Shell Modelv

or a more general short-range deformation which gives rise to 3-body

forces, resulting in the model of Basu and Sengupta, ' or by including

the effect of charge transfer from one ion to another during a lattice

displacement, owing to thewyarying degree of overlap between neighboring

ions, resulting in the model of Verma and Singh. In some sense, each

of these models can also be derived from a microscopic theory.

We now give a sketch of the approximations which must be made in

the microscopic theory to produce the above types of models. In doing so,

we may hopefully recast the models in terms of fewer parameters which

might be expected to have more physical significance. Brief accounts of

) been publj
(45,53-55)

(43)
this type of approach have been published already, but the details
will be published shortly.

Let us first consider the point-dlpole models. These correspond

to the approximation that the electronic polarization^(r) in the crystal

may be written in thB form

s ftflj l) (1T?)
A more general form which goes beyond the point dipole model, and hence

to some extent includes multipole corrections to the local field is
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where J*fcV<£ ~$(*) ~X>(k)\ represents a distribution of dipoles

centered on the site (!,&,). The Fourier transform of Eq. (167) is

]
~ * (179)

The corresponding electron density perturbation is given by the equation

of electrostatics

(160)

Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (180), we obtain

If we wish to include models such as bond-charge models in the above, ue

have to generalize in two ways. First, ue have to add to & r (q + G)

a "diagonal" contribution similar to that which arises in the free electron

model (see Eq. (62)), in response to the lattice perturbation (here regarded

as the "external" potential). Secondlyt. ue have to allow for the dipole

moments to form not on the atomic sites K, but on a general set of sites

s, such as the "bond charge" sites referred to above. Thus i P (q + G,)

must be of the form

( 1 8 2 )

Of course both P^ (k/q) a n d 6V xt^q + 2} uil^ depend on the amplitudes of

the lattice displacement uavee V(kjg). ln ^' (1B2) a sums ouer any

suitably chosen set of sites (consistent uittt crystal symmetry) chossn in
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ihe unit cell. We restrict ourselves here to semiconductor crystals

for which a local pseudopotential approximation can be made. Ionic

:rys».-is for which the pseudopotantial becomes non-local are briefly

diseased later. Nats also there V(K), the Fourier transform of the

effective electron-electron interaction, is assumed to include approximate-

ly the effects of exchange and correlation, (in practice, one uses the

theory for a free electron gas of equivalent density in the absence of more

reliable estimates of these corrections).

(1)Ue nou turn to the expression for &P V '(q + £) evaluated in terms

= f the aensity response function % (q + G, q + G1) given in Eq. (53).
* ~* +* «^ ** 0

As we shall see, an approximate separable form for Ys ( H , * ^ * Q + G > )
 c a n

L-e shown to lead to an explicit expression for £ (q + G, q + CJ) and a
CrJi 1 ) *"*

• orm for O r 1 (q "•" G) which is formally equivalent to that given in

Eq. (182). This approximation consists in writing

(183)

Here r(s) is the basis vector for the site s in the unit cell. This

approximation cannot be justified rigorouslyt but there ere several

"plausibility" type arguments which are given in Ref. (45C, 53). For

the time being ue regard 6 ^ (K)» ^t (|1)> OutSBB%^^ a s functions

mhich produce the "best fit" to the "true" £ (or + G( q + G*) which
• #M f* f*» <*

may be evaluated via Eqs. (46) and (51) from a band structure calculation.
a Qit>(B8'l 3^ ^s a Peri°dic matrix which has exactly the same form as ;

dynamical matrix between "sublattices" s, 8* and may be expanded in

principle in terms of "force constants'* fully analogous to the usual

force constants, except hare they are coefficients in the expansion not
of DJA ( Kfe / q) but of the q dependent polarizabilitv matrix aJk( Uulq

and henca assume a more fundamental significance. It may be verified by

explicit matrix multiplication that the inverse of C, (q + G, q + G') as
-" t$ +* r* **>
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given by Eq. (183) ia givsn by

(184)

where u is a (3r* x 3r') matrix (r' «= no. of sites a in the cell) defined

by

U • f\l + a"1 /
-1

(185)

where

uhece c . is used to denote the vector lr(s) - r(a')j. It may be

verified that substituting £ (q t G, q t G') given by Eq. (184) into
, I m \ •* *V <*<* +S*

Eq. (53) yields a d f (q + G) which looks exactly like the form given
I *"* *"^ * " (1 ^

in Eq.* ( 1 8 2 ) , w i th P. ( k | q) given in terms o f ^ W * ' ; (q + G) . Note t ha t

«0 - ^» *̂

If us now substitute for x Vv
w; (q + 3) the expression given by Eq. (32)

BXv f^ »**

in terms of the pseudopotential form factor, it may be explicitly verified

by some simple algebra that Eq. (187) yields an equation for P^(s (jOt the

amplitude of the generalized dipolar part of the density response given in

Eq. (182). This is

0 m U+ u + (W + e"1) b (188)
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where UJ ( k s j q) i s a ( 3 r x 3 r ' ) matr ix d e f i n e d by

(xi c%fy ̂ | W M w
uhers Id (K) is the pseudopotential form factor associated with the k

ion. Eq. (186) is formally of the Same structure as the "shell" equation

in Eq. (144), and it has already been noted that they both arise from a

self-consistency condition for the dipole moments* We can make this more

clear if we examine the physical meaning of the Lf and j/ matrices. Us

make use of the following results. Let us consider a charge distribution

-r(r - r ) centered on the site r , and a charge distribution i.. (r - r 1 ) .

Let us further suppose the charges interact with each other via a mutual

interaction potential V(r). The mutunl potential of interaction between

tne two distributions is given by

and by the convolution theorem, its Fourier transform may be written

(190)

Bearing in mind the result for the coupling coefficient obtained

reciprocal space in the case that a pair potential function exists (see

Eq. (12)), and noting that a displacement of a charge distribution f(r - r )

into r corresponds to a distribution f(r - r ) of dipoles centered on
+*° */ o

the site r . us see that
to

(a) JJ can be interpreted as the coupling coefficient between the

ions at sites k and dipole distributions (having form factors f (J$) on

sites a, via a screened pseudopotential interaction ^ ( K j£ 00)» where

the purely "diagonal part" ̂ 0 (ĵ ) of the dielectric matrix introduced

in Eq. (183) acts as a screening function for the interaction between

the (displaced) ions and the dipole distributions.

(b) jy can be interpreted as the coupling coefficient between dipole

distributions on sites s, s1 via an interaction A/*(K) which is also

screened by ^ (K).
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Thus th6 physical interpretation of Eq. (1BB) follows that of thB

shall model in the sense that P it) determined in response to an interaction

•"-•h the ion coren (via Jtf) and the self-consistent field of the other

dipole distributions (via V).

Knowing £ * (q + £, q + G1) in this approximation, we can

substitute in the general expression for the dynamical matrix Eq. (54),

after generalising the latter to the case of more than one atom per unit

cell. ThB result is

(191)

uihere

where the constant on the right hand side essentially takes care of the

overall translational invariance of the system - provided a certain

singular term in the rest of- the dynamical matrix (to be discussed below)

identically vanishes. It will be noted that E -|»(Kjfc| JjO h a s E x a c t ly t h B

same form as the contribution to the dynamical matrix from a gas of free-

electrons, with the difference that £ Q (K) replaces the free-electron

dielectric function £ (K). In general, it will contribute relatively

short-range type of interactions between ions.

From the form of Eqs. (188) and (191)» it may be noted that

D .fl( kfc fq) is equivalent to that which would be obtained if we eliminated

P from the pair of equations

Plw2 U -- U c C Zp + E
(0)) JLJ + U P

0~)tu * CV +a" 1) P (193)

These look formally like the SM equations, but are more general. Note

that we havenot explicitly separated out the long-range Coulomb inter-

actions in W and ,«, although both will of course involve a long-range part
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and a snort->range part. On examinations of Cqs. (186) and (189), ue see

th-* the short-range parts will arise (a) due to the form-factors P(£)

inwolving corrections to the point-dipale fields (it can be shown that no

sû >. correction results if the f (£ - £ (1) -^(s)) centered on tha various

ions are spherically symmetric and do not overlap), (b) due to possible

departures of the pseudopotential W(r-r(l) - r(k)) from a pure Coulomb

potential in tha region outside its own core, and (c) due to passible q

dependence of the polarizability matrix a .^(kk1/ q).

ye note that Cqs, (194) imply models which are more general than

the shell models, depending on the choice of ^ ( K ) and the sites a.

Thus for ionic crystals, it turns out to be more reasonable to set £ 0 0

= 1, and choose the sites s as the ionic sites k . This corresponds to

the approximations equivalent to the shell model. However, if C (K) = 1,

it is to be noted that Z ' simply contributes a constant. Ue should

realize, of course, as mentioned previously that a simple local pseudo-

potential description is quite inadequate for the purpose of treating the

relatively tightly bound valence electrons in an alkali halide. Rather one

must go back to the non-local residual potential method described in

Section X. It turns out* ' that the net effect is to replace thB core

charge Z (k) by the 'rigid pseudo-ion* charge Zc(k) inside the volume

V (K) around the kth ion, and to introduce additional coupling coefficients
Q

(between U, and U and U and \ii) which involve the non-local matrix elements

Pi ,. These may be identified as the "distortion overlap" contributions

since the N.,, vanish if the uavefunctions are completely localized within

M (k), depending as they do on integrals over the surfaces of the V (K).

In the tight-binding picture these may be interpreted in terms of virtual

transitions from occupied atomic orbitala (on the snion) to excited ststes

on neighbouring ions, die shall in this review not consider such overlap

contributions further. Let us return .to the case where £l(k) = 1 and the

sites s are the ionic sites k. Eq. (183) are not quite identical to the

shell model equations, since only the Z (k) arB involved and not the total
c

"ionic" charges in the unit cells. Further the P represents the amplitudes

of the total electronic dipole moments, not just the "relative11 or "internal11
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dipole moments envisaged in the 51*1. The exact equivalence may be

established by defining a "shell charge"

Y(K) - 2k - Zc (K) )

•>re I is the " tota l" ionic charge on the s i te k, and Z ( K) is the

core charge, and the shell model relative-displacement amplitude vectors

U by

f& £ V » V*J (195)

Then Eqa. (193) may be rewritten (after a l i t t l e manipulation) as

which is exactly of the shell model form. The long-range (Coulomb) part

°f ie Sic - * I ' i t * J i & e<ual to i & Y^ and that of X ̂ t
to be equal to Y C Y. Note that if (and only if) the only short-range

contributions arise from the e matrix (due to the q-dependence of a),

then the short range parts of each of the above matrices in Eq. (196)

become equal, i.e. this corresponds to the usual SM assumption R = 5 = T.
•at ex H

(The introduction of "distortion overlap" forces arising from the non-

local part fL., of the residual potential in general also violates this

equality).

Fbir semiconductors or transition'metals, on the other hand, there

ia often a large, purely diagonal, contribution to £ (q + G, q + G') which

o(q * 2)'
 Ir w e situate the sites s at the

bond charge sites, we obtain the bond-charge model (although further

restrictions'hawe to be made to obtain Martin's* ' form of the bond-

charge model. If on the other hand we situate the sites s at the ionic

sites ue obtain a generalized shell model (GSfl), where dipole distributions

Way, baleen to be equal to Z C Z. that of - u L + Y ^
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appear en the ionic sites but are then screened by the fe^ (Q) part

of the dielectric function. This may also ba interpreted as a "screened

s*°H model". (Note again that for transition metals, non-local or

"overlap" parts of the residual potential must be explicitly taken into
(57)

a, iunt). By the "methoo of long waves"* ' a long-wavelength expansion

of Equation (196) can also be shown to yield microscopic expressions for

the elastic dielectric and piezoelectric constants. The details will be

puolishea shortly.

It can also be shown that a slightly different factorization

scheme for £ (q + G, q + G1 ) , namely

/«

2
leads to an explicit form for£, (q + G, q + C ) which yields equations

of motion similar to those of the breathing shell model, but more general

in tne senss that there is also a purely diagonal part-V (q + G ) , the

sites s, s' do not have to be ionic sites, and there are form factors

associated with the dipoles (f (q + G)), and with th.: clashing deforma-
O *v r*

tions f'(q + G ) . If C (K) = 1 and the sites s, s1 are taken as the ionic
S _ r*f 0 *-*

sites, the breathing shell model equations follow. Although we shall not

go into it here, it also turns out that crystals in which intra-band

transition involving non free-electron states occur (e.g. doped semi-

conductors or transition metals), a term of the same general structure as

the third term in E'q. (197) must be included in €T(q + G, a + G 1 ) .

XII. Relation of the Microscopic Theory to Dielectric
Constants and Effective Charges

We shall first show how the above scheme for inverting the dielectric

matrix leads to an explicit expression for £ (oo) which is more general

than the Lorentz-Lorentz formula and can also be applied to semiconductors.
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Conaidering a long uavelength (q_^Q) external potential

V x t(«l) BXP ( i Jj»L) a P P l i B d to the electrona cP the system. By the self

conaiatant acreening theory developed ear l i er . We see that the total

aelf consistent potential in the crystal (as seen dy a electron) i s gi

by the* sat of Fourier components!

The macroscopic (or long-wavelength) component i s

The ( l o n g i t u d i n a l ) diaplacement f i e l d D i s given by D(q) exp ( i q-r)

where

D (q) - - i q , WoK. (q) (199)

Similarly the macroacopic e l e c t r i c f i e l d in the crysta l i s given by

E (q) - - i q V_K t(q) (200)

The relations (198), (199) and (200) thus y ie ld

D ( q ) - 1 V £ * ( q , q ) l £ ( q ) ( 2 0 1 )

This defines the longitudinal component of the dielectric tensor, which

for cubic crystals is simply £(**) , since the longitudinal and transverse

components become equal in the macroscopic (q^ 0) limit. Thus, for this

case, ue have

which serves as the basis for a microscopic calculation of £ ((So ). We

may use Eq. (202), to obtain £ ~ (q, q). However, some trouble results

from the singular behavior of some of the terms in the matrix \l^ and

q —* 0. An alternative method of obtaining the limit q _p 0 is discussed

by Pick et al/ 5 8* and by Sinha at al.^52'53* The final result (for a

cubic crystal) Is . - . s
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(203)

wnera £ o is the value of £ (K) at K » 0, U .fit8*1) i a Vh* limit as

*D of the matrix defined analogously to U in'iq. (185), with the

difference that tha G = 0 term in the sun for V .- (as1/ q) (Eq.(i76)) 1B

removed and hence U^. (ss1) is quite regular as q -^ 0. In the limiting

case, where

(a) £ Q - 1 .

(b) the sites s, s1 are the ionic s i tes ,

(c) the f P r - r̂ (1) - r (k) ] on different sites do not

overlap, and are spherically symmetric, and

(d) exchange and correlation corrections are assumed to simply

remove the sel f - interact ion between-dipole distributions on

the same site but leave them Coulombic-like between di f ferent

si tes.

Then

* r L 3 i l " f — *U (204)

inhere j (kk1) = 1 for all k, k*, end it may be seen by some elementary

algebra that Eq. (204) reduced to the Lorentz-Lorentz formula (Eq. (160))

where

(205)

£ is of course evaluated above as q — ^ 0 and hence becomes diagonal in

( O(jL ) space. We now see the reason for referring to £ as a q

dependent polarizability matrix.

(531
It may also be shouinv ' by similar methods that the long) uave-

length^ limit of the dynamical matrix involves a singular term V (kk1 I q)

which is exactly of the form given in Eq. (172) in which
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where again W . * (ICB) ia the regular part of the matrix W (ks) defined

** p <*£ %

in Eq. (189) in the limit q -* 0, i.e. with the contribution from G = 0
. etnovsd.

The affectiwe charge Bum rule (Eq. (174)) now imposes an odditional

restriction on the microscopic theory, required essentially by the fact

that no macroscopic field can be produced by a uniform displacement cf

the crystal, since otherwise the acoustic mode frequencies would behave

singularly as q -> 0.
/*̂

Numerical calculations based on the above type of factorization

3cheme have been performed for Si, ' Ge, , ot~^> * KC1 and

KBr, For Si, Ge and o^-Sn, band structure calculations of the

diagonal par* Q (q + G, Qf+ G') of the actual dielectric matrix were
,— «~ <* r1

available. The sites s were chosen as the ionic sites. The form factors

f (k) were taken to be of the form

where r was taken to be a var iab le parameters. The a . ( k f 1 / q) were

approximately by Ct CL(b w^jf'where a is a constant. This constant and

the funct ion l£ (K) were determined from fc (q + G, q + G1) by imposing
o ŝ# »-* • / *~*

simultaneously also the sum—rule (174). The pseudopotential form faccor

was taken to be of the form

where the core radius r was adjusted to make the f i r s t mode of U(K)

coincide wi th that of the Heine-Animalu pseudopotential form fac to r , ( i n

pract ice i t was s l i g h t l y adjusted to obtain bet te r agreement with

experiment). The resu l ts were reasonably good when compared wi th

experiment f o r ^ -Sn and S i , less so far Ge, Tor KC1 and KBr, no

r e l i a b l e ca lcu la ted £ (q + G, q + G )̂ was ava i l ab le . The cat ion was

assumed to be non-po lar izab le , and the form fac to rs on thB anion was taken

as that of the outer P-electrons calculated from .Clements wave func t -

ions. ' £~ was taken = 1 . ThB r i g i d pseudo-ion core charges wera
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taken as +1 on the cation and for the anion determined from the effective

cnarge sum-rule. Finally the exchange and correlation effects uerB

elated by assuming that the electron-electron interaction is "cut off"

within a certain radius r so that

a, r were taken as the adjustable parameters. All "overlap11 interactions

u,er= neglected. The agreement with experiment is quite good, and compar-

able to that in simple shell-model calculations.

XIII. Summary and Conclusion

iiie have attempted to review the method of calculating the phonon

spectra of crystals in terms of the basic electronic structure. The most

general technique is the Born—Qppenheimer perturbation theory, where the

lattice and electronic energies are expanded upto second order in the

lattice displacements, within the spirit of the adiabatic and harmonic

approximations. This was seen to involve a calculation of the first order

electron density response to the "external" perturbation caused by the

lattice displacements and it tuas shown how self-consistent linear response

theory could be formally used to evaluate the density response function in

terms of the formal inverse of the dielectric function matrix. At this

stage, essentially two problems manifested themselves - hou to replace

m e actual electron-ion interaction by one which does not lead to conver-

gence problems in the perturbation sums, and hou to carry out the inversion

of the dielectric matrix. In free-electron like systems, the existence of

a uaak psaudopotential in the unperturbed lattice leads to the validity of

a woak local psaudopotential to replace the actual electron-ion potential

tna corrospcnding replacement of the actual uavefunctions by plane

Ue discussed in detail the structure of the dynamical matrix in

i..c'- a case anc? showed hou the Fermi surface could manifest itself in the

?,r*.QnQn spectrum via the well-known Kohn anomalies, and indicated qualita-

iivoiy now oven for non-free-electron metals, similar effects would appear

:..c ic. fuaiuto* of the Fermi surface such as "nesting". The argument was
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carried even further to link up qualitatively certain features in the

phonon spectra of metals in which magnetic ordering, is present with the

periodicity of the magnetic ordering. The general similarity of the

density response function (related to the dielectric susceptibility) and

-he spin density response function (related to the spin susceptibility)

was stressed. We then took up i.n more detail the justification cf the

pseudopotentiel concepts for the free-electron like metals, and gave a

brief account of psBuiJopoten tials from the point of view of the OPW method

and from the point of view of phase shift analysis. To make contact with

the lattice dynamics, one has thBn either to prove that in the expression

- ^ J O V . L X " > ) M (.!*• o n E may replace the actual potential by the

pseudopotential and so on, (which can be done making certain approximations)

or one can short circuit the whole procedure by directly doing second

order perturbation theory on the free-electron gas. Again certain appro-

ximations have to be made, particularly in discussing screening, (one

important result is the replacement of the actual ionic charge 2 by Z ,

allowing for the "depletion hole" around the core due to orthogonaliza-

tion to the core states). The results of both these kinds of approaches

was shown to lead to tha same kind of expression for the dynamical matrix,

but it was emphasized that this was only true., for the limiting case of

free-electron-like pseudowavefunctions. For strongly non—free-electron-

like crystals, perturbation theory in terms of the pseudopotentia1

starting from the free-electron gas becomes a poor approximation, and

perturbation theory in terms of the lattice displacements must be used.

In this case on alternative method - the residual potential method - was

described which takes explicit account of the tendency for the deep

potential wells near the cores to rigidly drag some portion of the valence

electron density along with the cores. The remaining deformation was

shown to be describable partly in terms of a weak local pseudopotential

6*«d partly in terms of a non-local matrix element which depended only on

a surface integral outside the core region, and hence may be termed an

"overlap" matrix element. The electron-phonon matrix elements - both

unscreened and screened - were also discussed, and it was shown that the

latter was involved in elactrical conductivity and superconductivity

calculations. It was also shown that the second order expression for the
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electronic energy could be expressed purely in terms of these

matrix elements.

Finally, we returned to the problem of inverting the dielectric

maLcix, particularly for the case of insulators. We first reviewed the

formalism and the basic results of the phenomenological dipolar models

such as the shell model, and recent generalizations of these. It was

than showed how these could be derived from the microscopic theory by

a factorization approximation for the dielectric matrix, and how the

same method could lead to even more general models. Thus one might say

that the phenomenological models for the lattice dynamics of insulators

provided a guess into the nature of the solutions for the self-consistent

> | and then we discussed the mathematical formulation of such a

guess, which turned out to be more general than the specific models

which inspired it. It was also shown how the dielectric properties of

the crystal could be obtained from such a microscopic theory.

The main point to emphasize is that the methods and the formalism

discussed here have applications tvt beyond the mere calculation of

phonon spectra of solids. Thus, we have already seen a link with trans-

port, superconducting and magnetic properties. The OPW pseudopotentials

and phase-shift pseudopotentials for simple metals are by now used for a

vast number of well-known applications - such as electronic band structures,

Cohesive energies, liquid metal structure and transport properties, and

so on. The concept of the density response functions which appears in

lattice dynamics links the field up with another vast area of solid ntate

physics, namely the interaction of the electron system with electromagnetic

radiation, and the density fluctuation spectrum of the electrons. For

non-homogeneous systems, local field corractions will also obviously

play an important role in these areas. In such cases, of course, one

has to deal with an CO -dependent dielectric function € (K, K, cd )i

since upto now we have assumed 00*^ phonon frequencies ̂ C electronic

excitation frequencies. However, an analogous approximate factoriza-

tion scheme can be made for the CO -dependent dielectric function, arj

the local field corrections explicitly evalc* •.» <. The results may be
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applied to optical properties of the crystal and a discussion of the

possible plasmon-type excitations among the valence electrons, although

\.— *t of the details have yet to be worked out.
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